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An Introduction to the 
ASE Metadata Cache 
An introduction to this document and the Metadata Cache 

he Metadata Cache is a little understood but extremely important component 
of Adaptive Server Enterprise.  Every time a query is optimized, an insert to a 
table with an identity column is made, or a database option is changed, the 
Metadata Cache is involved.  These three examples barely scratch the surface 

of the ways the Metadata Cache is used and relied upon by ASE.  Despite its 
importance, the Metadata Cache is, for the most part, transparent to the System 
Administrator (SA) and end-users.  When properly configured, there is little need to 
worry about the Metadata Cache.  However, an improperly or inadequately configured 
Metadata Cache can lead to decreased performance, excessive use of memory, and 
resource shortages that causes queries to be cancelled.  Recent changes to how the 
cache is managed increase the importance of understanding how to properly configure, 
monitor, and troubleshoot the Metadata Cache. 

About This Document 
This document aims to explain the ins and outs of the Metadata Cache.  This includes 
relevant configuration parameters and their relationship to in-memory data structures, 
monitoring and reporting tools, error messages, and related DBCC commands.  
Algorithms used by ASE will be discussed where appropriate.  The goal is to aid the 
reader in properly configuring and maintaining the metadata cache, and how to 
respond to and troubleshoot error conditions when they arise. 

The document is structured with an introduction to and overview of the Metadata 
Cache, followed by detailed sections on the Database cache and the Object Cache. 

Intended Audience 
This document is intended for Database Administrators, tuning specialists, and 
anybody else that needs to configure or manage Adaptive Server Enterprise.  A 
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moderate level of experience with ASE is assumed.  References to other 
documentation are given where appropriate. 

Versions Covered 
This document is based on Adaptive Server Enterprise versions 12.0.0.5 and 12.5.0.1 
ESD #1, although most of the material applies to earlier versions as well (back to SQL 
Server 11.0).  Significant variances from earlier versions are pointed out.   The 
Metadata Cache is generic, so this document applies to all supported ASE platforms, 
both 32-bit and 64-bit.  

Document Conventions 
Examples where a command is inputted to ASE are presented in bolded Courier 
font, with examples of ASE output presented in un-bolded Courier font. 

A Word of Caution Regarding DBCC Commands 
Several of the DBCC commands presented in this white paper are 
undocumented and unsupported.  This means that Sybase Technical 
Support may not assist you in their use, and that their functionality is not 

guaranteed by Sybase engineering.  Since the commands are officially undocumented, 
they may change or be entirely removed over time.  Further, the commands may not 
be part of ASE’s normal test cycles and may have undesired consequences.  In short, 
these are “use at your own risk” commands.  However, to avoid the “give somebody a 
rope” syndrome, DBCCs that are known to have negative side effects will not be 
discussed. 

ASE Architecture Overview 
Some ASE memory structures are discussed in this document.  In order to understand 
how these memory structures fit into ASE, it is important to provide a brief 
architectural overview.  I stress that this overview is brief, and is quite over simplified 
in nature.  The goal is to provide a basic understanding of how ASE is organized 
internally. 

The Kernel and Server Layers 
ASE exists in two fundamental layers: the Kernel layer and the Server layer.  The 
Kernel layer is a mix of generic and platform specific code and is responsible for 
interacting with the Operating System.  Its main responsibilities are network and disk 
I/O, memory management, task scheduling, and multi-processor support.  The Kernel 
layer provided these services via a generic interface to the Server layer.  The Server 
layer handles the RDBMS responsibilities of query optimization and execution, 
locking, logging, page management, and many others.  Each layer has a core data 
structure used to manage that layer.  See Figure 1  for a graphical view.  The Meta-Data 
cache is part of the Server layer, and in the internals chapters we will see how the 
structures that make up the Metadata Cache relate to the RESOURCE structure. 

ê 
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Metadata Cache Overview 
The term Metadata Cache refers to the C structures and their related functionality that 
allow ASE to manage databases, objects, and indexes in memory.  The Metadata Cache 
pulls information from several key system catalogs and manages that information in 
memory.  The primary reasons for, and benefits, of the metadata cache are: 

1. Transforms the metadata stored in relational form on disk to C data structures 
used by ASE code. 

2. Allows non-disk-resident (i.e. in-memory only) data elements to be combined 
with system catalog rows.  Examples of these elements are the number of 
users currently accessing a database or the next identity value to be inserted 
into a table. 

3. Reduces the number of lookups that must be performed on the system 
catalogs.  This significantly reduces contention and improves performance. 

4. Allows ASE to enforce synchronization of special access to a table.  For 
example, the Metadata cache is used to prevent an isolation level zero scan 
(dirty read) on a table while the REORG command is running on that same 
table.   

The primary data structures used to manage this information are referred to as 
descriptors.  Different descriptors are used for different areas of the cache.  The three 
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Figure 1: ASE’s two 
fundamental layers 
and some of their 
core components.  
Here the KERNEL 
structure is shown 
attached to the 
Kernel Layer and the 
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structure is shown 
attached to the 
Server layer 
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key descriptors are DBTABLE (for databases), DES (for objects), and IDES (for 
indexes).  Each of these structures and their management will be discussed in-depth 
later in this document. 

The Cache Concept 
The most important concept to remember when dealing with the metadata descriptors 
is that they operate as a cache.  This means that once a descriptor is activated for a 
given element (database, object, or index), it will remain active in cache until something 
forces it out.   

To help envision the caching concept, consider the ASE page cache.  Suppose that 
once a month you select data from a specific table that contains a single row, and this is 
the only query that touches that table.  As part of the select the data page that contains 
that row is read from disk and placed into a page cache.  After the query completes, 
that page will remain in cache.  The page will only leave cache when it is either forced 
out because we need the space for a different page, or when the table it belongs to is 
dropped.  If the cache is large enough and the activity minimal enough such that we 
never need the space for a different page, our page will remain active in cache 
indefinitely.  When you perform the select again next month, the page will still be in 
cache.  

The same principle applies to the Metadata Cache.  As long as the space isn’t needed 
and the represented entity is not dropped, a descriptor will remain active in cache.  
Consider again the table that is queried once a month.  The first time it is queried an 
object descriptor (DES) will be installed in cache for the table.  If our object descriptor 
cache is large enough that this descriptor isn’t forced out of cache, it will still be 
installed when we re-run our query next month.  This means that in the month 
between query runs, the DES was installed and active, although nobody was actually 
using the table.  

Database Cache Overview 
The database cache consists of database descriptors.  Database descriptors are a global 
resource (i.e. a single pool of descriptors server-wide), and each descriptor is 
responsible for managing a single database.  The data structure ASE uses to represent a 
database descriptor is the DBTABLE structure.  The DBTABLE Manager is the 
module of ASE code responsible maintaining free and active DBTABLE structures, 
and for assigning identities to the structures (i.e. the dbid).  The DBTABLE manager 
works with the Database Manager to populate values in the DBTABLE structure. 

Database Descriptor Introduction 
The database descriptor can be thought of as an in-memory representation of a 
SYSDATBASES row.  The descriptor also has a DISKMAP attach to that essentially 
represents the corresponding SYSUSAGES rows for the database. The DISKMAP is 
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used to map between logical pages (pages in the database) and virtual pages (pages on 
disk devices).   Some of the information maintained in the descriptor is: 

Ø SYSDATABASE info such as database id, database name, suid of DBO, 
creation date, etc. 

Ø Current database options (related to status columns in sysdatabases) 

Ø Database fragments similar to SYSUSAGES (lstart, size, vstart, etc), as well as 
the unreserved page counts for each fragment. Specific log space data is also 
maintained 

Ø Cached copies of space thresholds 

Ø Database timestamp, commit timestamp, and other timestamps used internally. 

Ø The next object id to be used 

Ø Descriptor management fields, such as the current state of the structure and 
the keep count.  The keep count is the current “open” count for the database. 

Ø Pointer to the list of all object descriptors currently installed for the database, 
as well as the database’s private list of system table descriptors 

Ø Database and log version data used to upgrade databases 

Ø Secondary truncation point data used by Replication Server 

Ø many other pieces of data! 

Object Cache Overview 
The Object Cache consists of Object Descriptors, Index Descriptors, and hash tables 
used to manage those descriptors.  In most environments, properly maintaining the 
object cache requires more planning and monitoring than does the database cache.  
The primary data structures used in the Object Cache are the DES (object descriptor) 
and the IDES (index descriptor).  The DES Manager is the ASE module responsible 
for managing the object descriptors.  The SYSINDEXES Manager is the ASE module 
responsible for managing the index descriptors 

Object Descriptor Introduction 
ASE uses Object Descriptors to cache metadata concerning an object in memory.  
Anything that gets an entry in the SYSOBJECTS table can consume an object 
descriptor, including: 
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Ø user and system tables 

Ø stored procedures, triggers, and views 

Ø rules, defaults, and constraints 

Ø light-weight procedures (lwp).  LWPs are never written to SYSOBJECTS, but 
they do consume a DES.  LWPs are created for: 

o client applications using ct_dynamic() 

o execution of native dynamic SQL, i.e. “execute” 

o execution of Java methods and functions 

The contents of an Object Descriptor vary based on what type of object it represents.  
The Descriptor contains the most information when representing a table, so the 
discussion of descriptor contents will be focused on table descriptors.  Figure 2 shows 
the relationship between a table descriptor and the system tables. 

To supplement figure 2, here is some of the information cached in an Object 
Descriptor: 

Ø SYSOBJECTS row, include object name, id, owner, status, schema count, 
locking scheme 

Ø A pointer to the SYSINDEXES row for index id 0 or 1.  Index ID 0 will be 
cached for APL heap tables (no clustered index) and DOL tables.  Index ID 1 

SYSOBJECTS 

Object  
Descriptor 

(in 
memory) 

SYSINDEXES 

for indid 0 / 1 

SYSTABSTATS 

for indid 0 / 1 

SYSPARTITIONS 

if partitioned 

OAM Page 

IDENTITY info 

Figure 2, Relationship 
between system tables and 
an Object Descriptor for a 
table 
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will be cached for APL tables with a clustered index.  The row actually resides 
in the corresponding Index Descriptor attached to the Object Descriptor. 

Ø Table level statistics from SYSTABSTATS for index id 0 or 1.  Management 
information for the automatic flushing of statistics by the Housekeeper 
process is also maintained here. 

Ø Partition data from SYSPARTITIONS 

Ø Information to manage an IDENTITY column for the table, such as the 
current identity value, the precision and scale of the data type, and the 
maximum value burned on disk.  This information is coordinated with the first 
OAM page for this object. 

Ø Page cache binding data 

Ø Lock promotion data 

Ø Data elements related to the management of the descriptor and the descriptor 
cache (keep counts, linkages, etc) 

Index Descriptor Introduction 
ASE uses index descriptors to cache information related to an index in memory.  
When a table is opened and an Object Descriptor is assigned to it, Index Descriptors 
are created for each of that table’s indexes.  The Index Descriptors are then linked to 
the Object Descriptor.   

The Index Descriptor is a far simpler than the Object Descriptor.  The Index 
Descriptor contains: 

Ø a cached row from the SYSINDEXES table 

Ø index level statistics from SYSTABSTATS.  Management information for the 
automatic flushing of statistics by the Housekeeper process is also maintained 
here. 

Ø Data elements related to the management of the descriptor 

Metadata Cache Configuration Overview 
The primary method of configuring the Metadata Cache is to control its size, which is 
done by configuring the number of descriptors available to ASE.  Each of the 
descriptor types mentioned has a corresponding configuration parameter. 

§ “number of open databases” 
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• controls the number of database descriptors (DBTABLE structures) 
available to ASE. 

§ “number of open objects” 

• controls the number of object descriptors (DES structures) available 
to ASE. 

§ “number of open indexes” 

• controls the number of index descriptors (IDES structures) available 
to ASE. 

These parameters are controlled via the sp_configure stored procedure.  Running 
sp_configure with the “Meta-Data” option will display all related configuration 
parameters.  As with other options, sp_configure will display the current configuration 
value, the default value, the run value, and the memory used.   

1> sp_configure "Meta-Data" 
2> go 
 
Group: Meta-Data Caches 
 
 Parameter Name                 Default     Memory Used Config Value 
         Run Value   Unit                 Type 
 ------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ------------ 
         ----------- -------------------- ---------- 
 number of open databases                12        1370          12 
                  12 number               dynamic 
 number of open indexes                 500         698         600 
                 600 number               dynamic 
 number of open objects                 500         663         500 
                 500 number               dynamic 
 open index hash spinlock ratio         100           0         100 
                 100 ratio                dynamic 
 open index spinlock ratio              100           0         100 
                 100 ratio                dynamic 
 open object spinlock ratio             100           0         100 
                 100 ratio                dynamic 
 partition groups                      1024         860        1024 
                1024 number               dynamic 
 partition spinlock ratio                10           0          10 
                  10 ratio                dynamic 
 
(1 row affected) 
(return status = 0) 
 
The spinlock ratio parameters will be discussed in the Object Cache chapters.  Note 
that as of version 12.5 the “number of open…” parameters are dynamic, meaning they 
do not require a reboot of ASE after a configuration change.  Note that this only 
applies to increases in configuration values, and a reboot will be required to decrease 
the configuration value.  On pre-12.5 versions they are static parameters, meaning an 
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ASE reboot is required for configuration changes to take affect.  For more information 
on sp_configure and dynamic vs. static parameters, see the ASE “System 
Administration Guide.” 

Configuration recommendations for each parameter will be covered in the detailed 
sections.  However, there are some basics that we can cover in the overview.  Again, 
we are only discussing the “number of open…” parameters in the overview.  These 
parameters determine how many data structures ASE will create for the given 
descriptors.  The more structures that ASE has, the larger the cache, and the size of the 
cache determines how many descriptors can be active and installed at any given time.  
As with page caches, there is a trade-off between the size of the cache and amount of 
memory it will use.  As you increase these parameters, you decrease the amount of 
memory available to the rest of ASE.  On systems with fixed amounts of memory, this 
normally ends up meaning smaller data caches.   

Reuse (Scavenging) 
Just as large server normally can’t fit all of the data into a page cache, a server with 
many databases and a large schema normally can’t fit all of the metadata into cache.  
When this happens, active installed descriptors must be re-used for a different entity.  
For example, an object descriptor that was installed for one table will be removed, 
cleaned, and re-installed for another table.  ASE calls the process of re-using a 
descriptor scavenging.  To continue our analogy of the page cache, this is similar to when 
a buffer is flushed from cache so that it can be re-used for a different page.   

Often times the trade-off breaks down to taking valuable memory away from data 
caches vs. avoiding scavenging.  While smaller data caches can cause slower 
performance, scavenging itself is a very expensive operation, and the cost of 
scavenging can quickly outweigh the gains of a larger cache.  A little scavenging many 
not be a bad thing, but servers that excessively scavenging may not only hit 
performance problems, but may also simply run out of available descriptors, causing 
canceled queries.  The stored procedures sp_monitorconfig and sp_sysmon can be used to 
determine if scavenging is taking place and to what extent.  The procedure 
sp_countmetadata can be used to help determine how many descriptors to configure for.  
These procedures are discussed in the configuring and monitoring chapters. 

. 
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Database Cache Internals 
A look at the DBTABLE structure and how it is managed. 

n this section we’ll explore the DBTABLE structure and how it is managed.  This 
includes structure contents, how structures are linked together, their different 
states, and how they can be reused. 

The DBTABLE Structure 
DBTABLE is the C-language data structure that represents a database descriptor.  The 
DBTABLE structure can be viewed by running the dbcc dbtable command.  When no 
arguments are provided, dbcc dbtable will print all of the active database descriptors.  
When either a database name or a database id is provided, the descriptor for that 
database will be printed.  If there is no active descriptor for the specified database, a 
descriptor will be installed for it, which may involve scavenging another database’s 
descriptor if there are no free descriptors.  Here is a look at dbcc dbtable output on 
ASE 12.5.0.1 ESD #1: 

1> dbcc dbtable(master) 
2> go 
 
DBTABLES: 
 
DB Table at: 0xfa6fa980 
 
 
dbt_dbid=1   dbt_stat=0x 0 (0x0000) 
dbt_stat2=0xffff8000 (0x8000 (DBT2_MIXED_LOG_DATA)) 
dbt_stat3=0x   0 (0x00000000) 
dbt_stat4=0x   0 (0x00000000) 
dbt_state=0x2(0x0002 (DBST_ACTIVE))   dbt_keep=10  dbt_hdeskeep=0 
dbt_next=0x0 
 
dbt_systask_keep=0 dbt_detachxact_keep 0 
dbt_lock=0  dbt_dbaid=1 
dbt_crtime=19482084   dbt_dbname=master 
dbt_logrows=80   dbt_extstat=0x0 

Chapter 
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dbt_lastlogbp=0xfda28f7c 
dbt_nextseq=491  dbt_oldseq=13 
dbt_logvers=6 
dbt_upgdvers=31 
dbt_dbinfovers=5 
dbt_sarg_vers=2  dbt_threshstat=0x0 
dbt_thresholds=0xfa6fb028  dbt_thresh_spin=0xf9d05900 
 
dbt_maxthresh=256 
dbt_nextid=1936006897 dbt_nextidstat=0x1, 
dbt_dflinfo=0x0  dbt_dflstat=0x0 
dbt_dumpthreadlock=0 
dbt_dbts=0x0000 0x0002029a   dbt_xdesqueue   next=0xfa6faa00 
prev=0xfa6faa00 
dbt_xdesqueue_spin=0xf9d05780 
dbt_seqspin=0xf9d057c0 
dbt_append_log_reqs=70  dbt_append_log_waits=0 
dbt_commits=0x0000 0x0002029a 
dbt_commitsqueue   next=0xfa6faac0 prev=0xfa6faac0 
dbt_lastckptts=0x0000 0x00000000 
dbt_lwm_ts    =0x0000 0x00000019 
dbt_des=0xfa630d60 dbt_udes=0xfa6fae34 dbt_mastxlate=0xf9c13fd4 
dbt_xlate=0xfa6fadc4 
dbt_dbaudflags=0x0 dbt_deftabaud=0x0 dbt_defviewawd=0x0 
dbt_defpraud=0x0 
dbt_rep_stat=0x0, dbt_rep_work=0x0, dbt_rep_level=0 
 
DMAPFM (0xfa6fab84) contains 1 frame; UNRSVDFM (0xfa6fac84) contains 1 
frame: 
lstart is logical page #; vstart is virtual (2K) page #; size is # of 
logical 
pages. 
 
dm_segmap: 0x00000007 (0x00000004 (LOG_SEGMENT), 0x00000002 
(SEG_DEFAULT), 
0x00000001 (SYS_SEGMENT)) 
dm_lstart=0 (dm_hi_lpage=3071) dm_vstart=4 (dm_hi_vpage=3075) 
dm_lsize=3072 
*dbt_unrsvd=470 
 
dm_segmap: 0x00000007 (0x00000004 (LOG_SEGMENT), 0x00000002 
(SEG_DEFAULT), 
0x00000001 (SYS_SEGMENT)) 
dm_lstart=3072 (dm_hi_lpage=5119) dm_vstart=6660 (dm_hi_vpage=8707) 
dm_lsize=2048   *dbt_unrsvd=1523 
 
dbt_xstat=0  dbt_ddlcount=0 
dbt_logxlate=0x0 dbt_logxlate_maxoff=0 
dbt_protstamp=0 
dbt_hklogflush=491 
dbt_backup_start: Apr 30 2002  1:52PM 
dbt_pagelkprom=[lwm=200 hwm=200 pct=100 status=(0x0008 (LKPROM_PAGE), 
0x0001 
(LKPROM_SERVER)) seqno=1] 
dbt_rowlkprom=[lwm=200 hwm=200 pct=100 status=(0x0010 (LKPROM_ROW), 
0x0001 
(LKPROM_SERVER)) seqno=1] 
 
dbt_singleuser=0x0 dbt_seg=0xfa6faea8 
dbt_logsuspended=0 
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dbt_repl_context=0xfa6fb840  dbt_repl_spin=0xf9d05880 
dbt_secondary_truncpg=00x0 
dbt_rep_gen_id=0 
dbt_dbcache=0  dbt_sysindcache=-1 
dbt_csysindcache=-1 ha_suspect_info=0x0 
dbt_supergam array 
           72          0          0          0          0 
            0          0          0          0          0 
            0          0          0          0          0 
            0          0          0          0          0 
            0          0          0          0          0 
            0          0          0          0          0 
            0          0 
dbt_logsize=17,  dbt_plcspace=0 dbt_dbinstcount 0 
dbt_logallocs: high=0, low=11 
dbt_logallocs_at_recalc: high=-1, low=-1 
dbt_logdeallocs_at_recalc: high=-1, low=-1 
dbt_logfreespace_from_recalc=0 
 
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
 
Much of the output above is irrelevant without access to the ASE source code, so I will 
point out a few fields with may be of general interest 

Ø dbt_dbname and dbt_dbid represent the database name and database id 
respectively 

Ø dbt_stat, dbt_stat2, dbt_stat3, and dbt_stat4 represent the status values from 
SYSDATABASES.  Here we can see that this database (master) has mixed data 
and log segments. 

Ø dbt_state and dbt_keep are management fields for the DBTABLE.  dbt_state 
is the state of the structure, in this case it is ACTIVE.  I will explain later on 
why you should always see active here.  dbt_keep count is more or less an 
“open” count of the database.  Some processes may open a database multiple 
times, so this is not a count of users in the database. 

Ø the line that begins dm_segmap represents a database fragment, i.e. a 
SYSUSAGES row.  The lines around it have all the information that would be 
found in SYSUSAGES, including lstart, vstart, and size.  dbt_unrsvd 
corresponds to SYSUSAGES.unreservedpgs, although the DBTABLE value is 
more up to date. 

Ø dbt_backup_start displays the time the last dump of the database started 

Ø dbt_supergam array contains the first page of each SYSGAMS extent for that 
database.  Using the supergam array and some math tricks, ASE can instantly 
determine the SYSGAMS page for any allocation unit in the database. 
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DBTABLE Lists 
DBTABLEs are maintained in four linked lists headed by the RESOURCE structure.  
An ACTIVE chain contains all active descriptors, a FREE chain has the free 
descriptors, and the DBTABLE for master and tempdb are kept on their own special 
chains.  (ASE must have active descriptors for master and tempdb, so they are not 
linked on the ACTIVE chain where they could be scavenged.)  Figure 3 displays the 
DBTABLE lists described above. 

DBTABLE State Transition 
Figure 4 represents the DBTABLE State Transition diagram.  The information is 
presented here to aid in understanding how database descriptors are managed. 

In the state transition diagram, the colored ovals represent the states a database 
descriptor can be in, and the lines represent the movement of a database descriptor 
from one state to another for a certain action. 

ACTIVE State 
This is the most common state for a database descriptor.  When a descriptor is 
active it is available for access outside of the DBTABLE manager and is a valid 
descriptor for a specific database.  Note that an active descriptor does not 
mean that the database is currently in use; it just means that the descriptor is 
valid and cached for that database.  These descriptors are linked to the 
ACTIVE chain shown in figure 3. 

LOCK State 
The lock state and the active state are the only states a descriptor can be in 
outside of the DBTABLE manager.  The lock state prevents any session other 
than the “locker” from opening the database.  It is used to protect the database 
without otherwise changing its status.  Databases are locked during database 
and transaction loads and when a database is being bound to a named cache.  
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Chain of Opened Databases (ACTIVE)  

FREE Chain 

DBTABLE for master 

DBTABLE for tempdb 

Figure 3, 
DBTABLE 
chains linked to 
RESOURCE 
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The model database is locked by the create database command.  If another 
process is currently using the database, an attempt to lock it will fail.  Locked 
descriptors remain linked to the active chain. 

FREE State 
All descriptors begin life in the free state.  A free descriptor is not assigned to 
any database, is linked on the free chain (figure 3), and is available for use by 
the DBTABLE manager.  Note that once a descriptor moves from the free list 
to the active list, the only way it can return to the free list is if the database it is 
describing is dropped.  There is an exception to this rule described in a note 
below. 

DROP State 
A descriptor moves from the active state to the drop state when the database it 
describes is being dropped. While in the drop state it remains on the active list, 
but is not available for use by other processes. 

DESTROY State 
A descriptor reaches the destroy state from the active state due to a scavenge.  
While in the destroy state it remains on the active list, but is not available for 
use by other processes. 

CLEAN State 
The clean state is reached either from drop on its way to free, or from destroy 
on its way to create.  While in this state the descriptor is not on either the active 
list or the free list, and is not accessible to any other process.  In this state the 

Destroy 

Active 

Create 

Free 

Clean 

Drop inside the 
DBTABLE manager 

outside the 
DBTABLE manager 

Lock 

drop path 

scavenge path 

create path 

lock path 

Figure 4, the 
DBTABLE State 
Transition Diagram
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data cached in the descriptor is flushed to the system tables and the object 
cache is cleaned up, which includes flushing any dirty buffers that may be in 
page cache for this database to disk.  The clean state can also be reached from 
the free state.  When a free descriptor is harvested for use, it transitioned to the 
clean state and removed from the free list. 

CREATE State 
The create state is reached from the clean state, either because a descriptor has 
been scavenged or a free descriptor is being harvested.  At this stage in the 
game both cases have the same meaning and follow the same code path.  
While in the create state the descriptor is assigned its new database id and it is 
moved to the active list.  Once on the active list it is filled (populated) and 
changed to the active state. 

How Scavenged Descriptors Can Become Free 
There is an exception to the statement that the only way 
a descriptor returns to the free list is if it is dropped.  
When a descriptor is scavenged it moves from active ?  

destroy ?  clean ?  create ?  active.  While in the create state a check is made 
to determine if another process has installed a descriptor for this database while 
the scavenge was taking place.  If so, the scavenged descriptor is no longer 
needed, and it is returned to the free list.  The next time a new descriptor is 
needed this freed descriptor will be available. 

DBTABLE Search and Scavenge Algorithm 
When an ASE task attempts to open a database it must access the descriptor for that 
database.  A request is made to the DBTABLE manager for the database’s descriptor.  
The DBTABLE manager will either return an existing descriptor, or it will create one.  
These are the steps the DBTABLE manager (DBTMGR) follows: 

1. Search the active chain to see if the descriptor is already installed and active.  The 
search is performed by following the pointer from RESOURCE to the head of the 
active chain, then moving descriptor by descriptor until DBTMGR either matches 
the database id, or the end of the active chain is reached. 

1.1. If DBTMGR finds the database on the active chain it checks for certain 
conditions that would block access, such as a drop or a lock on the structure.  
If access is not allowed to the structure, an error will be raised.  If DBTMGR 
finds the structure is either being created or destroyed, it goes to sleep and 
then searches again. 

2. If DBTMGR didn’t find the database descriptor on the active list, it must create 
one. 

i 
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2.1. DBTMGR follows the pointer from RESOURCE to the free list.  If it finds a 
structure, it returns it, at which point the structure is populated for the target 
database and returned to the caller.  If the FREE list is empty, then 
DBTMGR must scavenge a descriptor from the ACTIVE list.  

2.2. To scavenge an active descriptor, DBTMGR follows the pointer from 
RESOURCE to the head of the active list.  Note that the “open database 
reuse request” monitor counter is incremented before the search is started.  
DBTMGR proceeds down the active list until it finds a descriptor that: 

2.2.1. has a keep count of zero (i.e. is not being used at the moment) 

2.2.2. is not in the DESTROY or DROP state.   

2.2.3. does not have a flag set by the threshold manager during recovery that 
indicates inaccurate log free space accounting 

2.2.4. is not in a state between the addition of log space via alter database and 
the recalculation of thresholds (should be a very small window of time).   

2.2.5. DBTMGR will never scavenge the DBTABLE for master or tempdb. 

2.3. Once DBTMGR finds a descriptor in 2.2 it cleans it, populates it for the new 
database, and returns it to the original requestor. 

2.3.1. If step 2.2 failed to locate an available descriptor, the “open database 
reuse request failed” monitor counter is incremented, and error 905 is 
raised: “Unable to allocate a DBTABLE descriptor to open database 
'%S_DBID'. Close or drop another database before opening this one, or 
ask your System Administrator to raise the configuration parameter 
'number of open databases'.”  In this case you will need to do what the 
message says and increase the number of open databases.   

Scavenging Order 
DBTABLE structures are scavenged from the head of the active list.  
Note that when a DBTABLE is installed on the active list it is placed at 
the head.  Therefore, the scavenge search order is from “most recently 

installed” to “least recently installed.”  Since ASE does not reorder the active list when 
database descriptors are used, this does not have a strong relationship to MRU (most 
recently used) – LRU (least recently used) order. 

Scavenging Cost 
Scavenging a DBTABLE can be an exceedingly expensive operation.  
Aside from flushing any information cached in the descriptor out to the 
system tables, cleaning a DBTABLE forces the object cache for that 
database to be flushed.  We’ll discuss the object cache in the next section, 

i 

i 
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but keep in mind that scavenging the DBTABLE is the equivalent of scavenging every 
object and index descriptor currently installed for that database, and that causes all dirty 
buffers for the database to be flushed to disk.  This is an expensive way to access a 
table! 

Scavenging Loops 
Another way that scavenging can be an expensive and dangerous 
operation is that it can trigger a scavenging loop.  Consider a server with 
21 moderately active databases, and a configuration of 20 open databases.  
Each of the 20 descriptors will be installed and active.  When the 21st 

database is opened, we will scavenge a descriptor from another database.  The result is 
that a  database that was active at some point has been forced out of cache.  When that 
database is opened again, it must then scavenge from another database.  When that 
scavenged database is opened, it needs to scavenge another database.  You can see 
where this is going.  The 905 error would not be reported unless all 20 databases we in 
use at the instant the scavenge request was made.  If sp_monitorconfig or sp_sysmon 
are not run, this condition can go undetected, causing a general sluggishness of the data 
server that can be difficult to track down. 

 

i 
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Configuring and 
Monitoring the Database 
Cache 
Tools and techniques for configuring and monitoring the database cache 

onfiguring the database cache is relatively straightforward, and is easier than 
configuring the object cache.  As a general rule, ASE should be configured so 
that the “number of open databases” parameter exceeds the total number of 

databases on the server.  It is wise to pad this value so that some overhead exists for 
growth, or in case a database needs to be created for testing purposes, etc.  Although 
ASE will reuse database descriptors if this value is under-configured, that is highly 
undesirable.  Reusing a database descriptor is an expensive operation a nd may have 
undesirable side effects.  

Configuration and Monitoring Tools 
The two main tools for determining your open databases configuration are 
sp_monitorconfig and sp_countmetadata .  For example, sp_monitorconfig can be run to 
determine open database usage: 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open databases" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Apr 30 2002 10:30AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open databases            0          12 100.00           12 
  Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 

Chapter 

3 

C 
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The above output shows that “number of open databases” is under configured for this 
server.  We can see that our descriptors are currently 100% active and that we have 
reused (scavenged) descriptors since ASE was booted.  The next step is to run 
sp_countmetadata to determine what our configuration value should be: 

1> sp_countmetadata "open databases" 
2> go 
There are 17 databases, requiring 1914 Kbytes of memory. The 'open 
databases' configuration parameter is currently set to 12. 
(return status = 0) 
 
The output of sp_countmetadata shows that the number of databases in our server has 
outgrown the default “number of open objects” value of 12.  The recommended action 
in this case is to increase the “number of open objects” configuration parameter.  
Database descriptors are fairly significant in size, so changes in memory use must be 
acknowledged.  Table 1 below shows the relationship between “number of open 
databases” and memory consumption by version: 

Version Size 

11.5.1.2 ESD #2 189K for the first 5, ~35K each additional 

11.9.2.6 305K for the first 5, ~56K each additional 

11.9.3 ESD #9 409K for the first 5, ~75K each additional 

12.0.0.5 32-bit 471K for the first 5, ~81K each additional 

12.0.0.5 64-bit 571K for the first 5, ~99K each additional 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 32-bit 650K for the first 5, ~108K each additional 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 64-bit 768K for the first 5, ~124K each additional 

 

The table above is useful as a general guide to memory consumption, but sp_helpconfig 
will provide a more accurate assessment for your version and platform.  Given that 17 
databases exist in our example server, a new configuration value of 20 would be logical, 
as it allows for some growth in databases without running into scavenging.  Here 
sp_helpconfig is run to determine the memory demands of this change: 

1> sp_helpconfig "open databases","20" 
2> go 
 
number of open databases sets the maximum number of databases that can 
be open at one time on SQL Server. The default run value is 12. 
 
 Minimum Value Maximum Value Default Value Current Value Memory Used         
Unit                 Type 
 ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -----------         
-------------------- ---------- 

Table 1,  
"number of open 
databases" 
memory 
consumption by 
version.   Sizes 
are approximate 
and are based 
on the Solaris 
platform. 
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             5    2147483647            12            12        1378         
number               dynamic 
 
Configuration parameter, 'number of open databases', will consume 2240K 
of memory if configured at 20. 
 
Changing the value of 'number of open databases' to '20' increases the 
amount of memory ASE uses by 1918 K. 
(return status = 0) 
 
The next step is to run sp_configure to increase the number of open databases.  Note 
that this example is being performed against a 12.5 ASE server that has dynamic 
reconfiguration functionality.  This allows database descriptors to be added without 
rebooting ASE.  Prior to 12.5, a reboot of ASE is required for this configuration 
change to take affect.  

1> sp_configure "number of open databases",20 
2> go 
 Parameter Name                 Default     Memory Used Config Value         
Run Value   Unit                 Type 
 ------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ------------         
----------- -------------------- ---------- 
 number of open databases                12        2240          20                  
20 number               dynamic 
 
(1 row affected) 
Configuration option changed. The SQL Server need not be rebooted since 
the option is dynamic. 
 
Changing the value of 'number of open databases' to '20' increases the 
amount of memory ASE uses by 1926 K. 
(return status = 0) 
 
If we re-run sp_countmetadata at this point we will see our new database descriptors 
show up on the free list: 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open databases" 
2> go  
Usage information at date and time: Apr 30 2002 11:11AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open databases            8          12  60.00           12 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
At this point we have active descriptors for the last 12 databases to be accessed.  As the 
databases that do not have a ctive descriptors are accessed, the new descriptors will 
move from the free list and become active.  Here is another run of sp_monitorconfig 
after some activity against this server: 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open databases" 
2> go 
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Usage information at date and time: Apr 30 2002 11:15AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open databases            3          17  85.00           17 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
Here we can see that the number of free descriptors has shrunk from 8 to 3, and the 
number of active descriptors has increased from 12 to 17.  Note that the Reused column 
still indicates “Yes.”  This is because sp_countmetadata reports activity since the last 
server reboot, and we did have an inadequate open databases configuration since the 
last reboot.  After ASE is rebooted, the Reused value should report “No.” 

sp_configure, sp_countmetadata, sp_helpconfig, and sp_monitorconfig are all 
documented in the ASE Reference Manual Volume 3: Procedures.  The ASE 
System Administration Guide also provides information on the “number of 
open databases” configuration parameter and on memory issues related to 
configuration changes. 

Special Considerations for Large Numbers of Databases 
ASE supports 32,767 databases per server.  Although such a configuration is not 
practical, some ASE servers do run with 100 to 300 databases, sometimes more.  In 
this situation it may not be best to configure the number of open databases in excess of 
the number of databases.  This is entirely site-dependent and will depend on how active 
the databases are.  If some of them are archive or test databases that are accessed rarely, 
you may not need to dedicate a database descriptor to them.  If all of the databases are 
used on a regular basis, then it is probably best to dedicate descriptors to them.  For 
reference sake, on 12.5.0.1 ESD #1 on 32-bit Solaris, a configuration of 200 open 
databases consumes roughly 21 megabytes of memory.   

In the above situation using sp_monitorconfig to monitor scavenging won’t be 
particularly helpful.  Each database must be opened during recovery, so anytime the 
number of databases exceeds the number of descriptors reuse will take place.  In a 
situation where you know this will happen, but you wish to monitor the number of 
scavenges after recovery has completed and on an on-going basis, you can utilize the 
Metadata Cache section of sp_sysmon. The main difference between sp_monitorconfig 
and sp_sysmon is that sysmon will report the number of re-use requests, not just Yes 
or No.  In the example below we can see the number of re-use requests that have taken 
place. 

1> sp_sysmon "00:00:05", "mdcache" 
2> go 
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
================================================================ 
   Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise System Performance Report 
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Metadata Cache Management 
------------------------- 
 
  Metadata Cache Summary    per sec  per xact  count  % of total 
  ----------------------    -------  --------  ------- --------- 
  Open Database Usage 
 
    Active                      n/a      n/a     17       n/a 
    Max Ever Used Since Boot    n/a      n/a     17       n/a 
    Free                        n/a      n/a      3       n/a 
    Reuse Requests 
      Succeeded                 n/a      n/a     11       n/a 
      Failed                    n/a      n/a      0       n/a 
 

Note that the output above has been trimmed for presentation.  Other output 
presented in the Metadata Cache Management report is covered in the Object 
Cache section.  sp_sysmon is documented in the ASE Reference Manual 
Volume 3: Procedures, as well as the ASE Performance and Tuning Guide: 
Volume 3- Tools for Monitoring and Analyzing Performance 

Here we can see that there have been 11 successful re-use requests since boot time.  
Unlike most other sp_sysmon sections, the Metadata Cache report is a “since the last 
boot” report, which means that time is not relevant here, and the monitor counters are 
not cleared after each run.  If you are running a configuration where open databases is 
less than the total number of databases, it is recommended to run the sysmon mdcache 
report after recovery finishes, and then periodically to determine the degree of 
scavenging taking place.  If you see scavenging continuing past recovery, it is 
recommended to increase the number of open databases parameter until the reuse 
stops. 

Sysmon Metadata Cache Section Missing in Some Versions of 12.5.0.1 
The sp_sysmon metadata cache report is not present in versions 12.5.0.1 
IR and 12.5.0.1 ESD #1.  sp_monitorconfig is now the preferred way to 
access this data and it was removed from sp_sysmon.  However, the 

sysmon metadata cache section was re-introduced in 12.5.0.1 ESD #2.  
sp_monitorconfig remains the preferred way to access usage statistics.  This is 
discussed further in the Object Cache Configuring and Monitoring chapter. 

Database Cache Tips and Tricks 
This section contains information regarding dbcc commands, error messages, and 
change requests related to the database descriptor cache. 

Database Checkpoint 
Ever wonder why the checkpoint command must be run in a database after 
sp_dboption is executed?  sp_dboption changes the status values for the target 
database in the SYSDATABASES table.  As we have seen, this information is cached 
in the database descriptor.  In order for the changes in database status to take effect the 
information must be moved from the SYSDATABASES table to the descriptor, and 

i 
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this is done by the checkpoint command.  In case of emergency situations you can 
make manual changes to values in the SYSDATABASES table and run checkpoint to 
have them take affect.  WARNING: manual updates to system tables are very 
dangerous and are not advised unless they are the only course of action.  It is wise to 
involve Sybase Technical Support before manually changing data in system tables. 

dbcc dbtable 
We’ve discussed this command in the database descriptor internals section.  dbcc 
dbtable can be used to view the contents of a database descriptor.  When no arguments 
are provided, dbcc dbtable will print all of the active DBTABLE descriptors.  When 
either a database name or a database id is provided, the DBTABLE for that database 
will be printed.  If there is no active descriptor for the specified database, a descriptor 
will be installed for it, which may involve scavenging another database’s descriptor if 
there are no free descriptors 

dbcc dbrepair and sp_dbremap 
The dbcc repair command performs several functions, but the only one we will cover 
here is the “remap” option.  The remap option rebuilds the DISKMAP contained in 
the described based on the current SYSUSAGES rows.  This command can be useful 
to avoid rebooting ASE during complicated disaster recovery operations.  Again, if you 
are to the point of needing this functionality it is advised that you involve Sybase 
Technical Support.  The syntax for this command is: 

dbcc dbrepair(<database name>, remap [, fixalloc]) 
 

Be sure to specify the database name and not the database id, as specifying the database 
id causes the command to silently fail.  The optional “fixalloc” argument causes the 
command to scan all the allocation units for this database on disk and update the 
segmap and database id values on the allocation pages.  This is important to do if you 
have manually changed the database id or the segmap values.  The database id and 
segmap values stored on the allocation pages are used by the disk refit command to 
rebuild the SYSUSAGES table in a disaster recover situation.  Inaccurate information 
on the allocation pages will cause disk refit to either fail outright or to place incorrect 
information in SYSUSAGES.  The disk refit command is documented in the ASE 
Reference Manual Volume 2: Commands.  Note that the system stored procedure 
sp_dbremap is provided as a wrapper to this dbcc command.  See the documentation on 
sp_dbremap in the ASE Reference Manual Volume 3: Procedures. 

Error Messages 
There is typically not much that can be done regarding errors that come from the 
database descriptor manager.  For the most part the messages in this module offer 
good advice when intervention from the system administrator would help.  Below are 
some of the more likely errors to be encountered. 

Error 905  
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Unable to allocate a DBTABLE descriptor to open database '%S_DBID'. 
Close or drop another database before opening this one, or ask your 
System Administrator to raise the configuration parameter 'number of 
open databases'. 
 
We discussed this message while covering the DBTABLE scavenging algorithm.  If this 
message is seen it means there are no descriptors on the free list and all active 
descriptors are in use.  The solution is to increase the number of open databases. 

Error 926:  
 
Database '%.*s' cannot be opened. An earlier attempt at recovery marked 
it 'suspect'. Check the SQL Server errorlog for information as to the 
cause. 
 
The key to fixing a suspect database is to identify the cause of the suspect condition.  A 
common cause is a device that failed to come online while ASE was booting.  Sybase 
Technical Support can help you identify the cause and bring a suspect database online.   

Error 930  
 
Database '%.*s' cannot be opened because either an earlier system 
termination left LOAD DATABASE incomplete or the database is created 
with 'for load' option. Load the database or contact a user with System 
Administrator (SA) role. 
 
This message is most often seen following a load of the master database.  It is entirely 
expected in that case.  Loading a dump of master creates many inconsistencies between 
the system tables and the memory structures, so the server automatically shuts down.  
You will see the 930 error prior to the shutdown.  ASE should recover normally on 
reboot. 

Error 935  
 
WARNING - the timestamp in database '%.*s' is approaching the maximum 
allowed. 
 
Heed this warning, because once you run out of timestamps your database will be read-
only.  Each database has a timestamp sequence counter that is global to the database.  
Every time a page is modified, the timestamp is incremented.  The timestamp travels 
with the database through reboots and dump and load.  It is a critical aspect of ASE’s 
logging and recovery systems.  Once this value reaches its limit the database becomes 
read only and must be logically rebuilt to reset the timestamp value.  Note that it is 
extremely rare to run out of timestamps.  The six-byte value used for timestamps is 
sufficient to support 100,000 page modifications per second for almost 90 years.  
Running the command dbcc rebuildlog repeatedly can cause timestamps to be 
exhausted.  The 935 error is raised when less than 1,000,000 timestamp events are left.  

Errors 936, 937, 938, 949  
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936: The Model database is unavailable. It is being used to create a 
new database.  
 
937: Database '%.*s' is unavailable. It is undergoing LOAD DATABASE.   
 
938: Database '%.*s' is unavailable.  It is undergoing LOAD 
TRANSACTION.  
 
949: Database '%.*s' is unavailable.  It is being bound to a named 
cache. 
 
These four messages are raised because the database descriptor is currently in the 
LOCK state.  See the DBTABLE State Transition section of the Database Cache 
Internals chapter for a description of the LOCK state.  If these errors are encountered 
you will need to wait for the locking command to complete. 

Related Change Requests (CRs) 
The database cache tends to be trouble-free.  There are a couple of noteworthy CRs 
(bugs) to discuss. 

CR 275466: This is new functionality targeted for the next major release of ASE.  This 
change allows a database to be marked as “hot” which will bind it to the database cache 
and prevent it from being scavenged.  This change will improve performance by 
allowing certain operations to be performed on the descriptor outside of the spinlock 
that controls access to the DBTABLE chains.  This functionality is still tentative at the 
time  this document is being published. 

CR 187597: this bug manifested itself when a new database was created and the 
number of open databases parameter was configured such that the create had to 
scavenge a descriptor.  The problem was that the new database would be given the 
timestamp of the database that was scavenged, and not the timestamp of model.  The 
impact of this could be completely insignificant or it could be major if the scavenged 
database had a very high timestamp value.  This bug was fixed in 11.9.2.5 ESD #1 and 
was fixed in 12.0 / 12.5 prior to their release. 

CR 126913: This long-standing feature request is planned for implementation in 
12.5.0.3.  Under this CR a warning message will be periodically printed to the errorlog 
when a database descriptor is reused.  This will provide notification to the system 
administrator that database descriptor reuse is taking place.  The message will be time 
constrained to print only once every four hours when reuse is taking place. 

CR 53401: This is another feature request.  sp_helpdb reports database options based 
on the contents of SYSDATABASES and not based on the contents of the 
DBTABLE structure.  If the database has not been checkpointed since the last option 
change, then sp_helpdb does not display the options that are currently in affect.   
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Object Cache Internals 
A look at the DES structure, the IDES structure, and how they are managed. 

n this chapter we will take a detailed look at the two components of the object 
cache: the DES structure, used as object descriptors; and the IDES structure, used 
as index descriptors.  We’ll examine the contents of these structures, how they are 

linked together, their different states, and their scavenge algorithms.  We’ll also look at 
how optimizer statistics are cached within these descriptors and how that impacts their 
use. 

The DES Structure 
The DES is the C-language structure used to represent an object descriptor.  ASE has a 
global pool of DES structures that is shared by all system and user databases.  The 
number of DES structures available is controlled by the “number of open objects” 
configuration parameter.  You can use the dbcc des command to view a DES 
structure.  dbcc des accepts from zero to four arguments: 

dbcc des ( [ <database name> | <database id> [, <object id> | 
<object name> [, protection={0|1} [, printopt={0|1} ] ] ] ] ) 

Ø When no arguments are specified, all installed DES structures are printed.  
When a database name or id is specified, all installed DES structures for that 
database are printed.  When a database and object are specified only the 
descriptor for that object will be printed.  If the specified object does not have 
a descriptor installed, one will be installed and it will be printed. 

Ø a protection value of zero will execute the command in unprotected mode, 
meaning no spinlocks are acquired while reading the structures;  a value of 1 
will run the command in protected mode, meaning spinlocks will be acquired.  
The default is zero (unprotected).  On multi-engine servers protected mode is 
recommended since running this command without a spinlock can result in a 
segmentation violation (infected with 11). 

Chapter 
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Ø a printopt value of zero will display the entire structure (verbose mode).  A 
printopt value of 1 will display only the associated OBJECT structure and in 
memory statistics (terse mode).  Verbose mode is the default. 

In the example below dbcc des is run for a specific object.  The output is based on 
ASE 12.5.0.1. 

1> dbcc des(repro, foo) 
2> go 
 
 DES (any state) for objid 816002907 in dbid 5: 
Current database (5) repro: 
 
 
DES at 0x20396D1C 
 
ddbid=5 
        OBJECT structure at: 0x20396D2C 
        objname=foo 
        objone=2 objrno=5  objuid=1 
        dobjstat.objid=816002907  dobjstat.objuserstat=0x0 
        dobjstat.objsysstat=0x73 3 (O_USER) (0x0040 (O_LOGGED), 0x0020 
(O_NONCLUST), 0x0010 (O_CLUST)) 
        dobjstat.objsysstat2=0x12040 (0x00010000 (O2_ELEVEN90_OBJECT), 
0x00002000 (O2_LOCK_ALLPAGES), 0x00000040 (O2_IDENTITY)) 
        dobjstat.objindexchg=1   dobjstat.objschema=1   
dobjstat.objcoldel=0 
        objdeltrig=0  objinstrig=0  objupdtrig=0 
        objseltrig=0  objckfirst=0 objtype=[U ] 
        objcache=0  objlen=79 
 
        objaudflags=0x0 
        objloginame= 
 
Systabstats row (444, 0) 
Rows=5083.000000, Deleted rows=0.000000, Forwarded rows=0.000000 
Datapages=82, Oam+AP=3, Datapages in AP extent=0, Emptypages=0 
 dsysts_alreadyQd 0 
dirty_chain=0x203970FC   dnew=0x21C50D80   dold=0x21C50D80              
0x21C50D80 is dirty. 
 
dnextdes=0x204492E4  dnamelen=3 
dihash=0x00000000   dnhash=0x00000000   ddbtable=0x2048F0C0    
dkeepcnt=0 
dstate=0x1 (0x0001 (DES_ACTIVE_STATE)) 
dstatus=0xa (0x00000008 (DES_USER_TABLE), 0x00000002 
(DES_IDES_INSTANTIATED)) 
    dtabentry_cacheid=-1    dspinlock=0x200CFD00 
dslinfo at 0x20396FE4 
dslinfo.sd_numslices=4 pll_numslices=0 
dslinfo.sd_ptn_status=0x1 
dslinfo.sd_baseptnnum=1 
First slice information: 
SLCACHE at: 0x20396FFC 
    sc_slicenum=1 sc_first=1105 sc_ctrlpg=1104 sc_last=1120 sc_spin: 
0x200D15C0    sc_status: 0x2 (0x2,) 
 
SLCACHE at: 0x20A6D148 
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    sc_slicenum=2 sc_first=1145 sc_ctrlpg=1144 sc_last=1145 sc_spin: 
0x200D15C0    sc_status: 0x2 (0x2,) 
 
SLCACHE at: 0x20A6D17C 
    sc_slicenum=3 sc_first=1169 sc_ctrlpg=1168 sc_last=1208 sc_spin: 
0x200D15C0    sc_status: 0x2 (0x2,) 
 
SLCACHE at: 0x20A6D1B0 
    sc_slicenum=4 sc_first=1225 sc_ctrlpg=1224 sc_last=1253 sc_spin: 
0x200D15C0    sc_status: 0x2 (0x2,) 
 
dlkprom=[lwm=200 hwm=200 pct=100 status=(0x0008 (LKPROM_PAGE), 0x0001 
(LKPROM_SERVER)) seqno=1] 
 
approx data pages = 82 
lock promotion level = 200 
 
dind01row=0x209BF3D0   dideshash_chain=0x20396DE0 
IDES Chain: 
 
IDES Chain: (Use to drilldown to INDEX structures) 
(indid 1 IDES=0x209BF3B0 INDEX (id_indexrow)=0x209BF3D0) -->(indid 2 
IDES=0x209BF84C INDEX (id_indexrow)=0x209BF86C) -->(indid 3 
IDES=0x209BFCE8 INDEX (id_indexrow)=0x209BFD08) 
 
dunkept=0x203978F8  dkept=0x00000000 
dworkindlen=0  dtsoff=0 
dtscolid=0  dlevel0cnt=0 
dlg_prefetch_ok=0  diosize=2048  dcolcount=0 dworktable_number=0 
IDENTITY info: didt at 0x20396FB0 precision=5 colid=5 coloff=14 
colslen=4 
colidttype=0 burnv_max= 5100 curr value (curr)= 5083 
 
drefconscnt=0  dprocsync=0  dwritedes=0 
dpblink->next=0x20396DC8 dpblink->prev = 0x20396DC8 
dspinlock = 0x200CFD00 dideschain_spinlock = 0x200D1580 
dxdes_indmod=0x00000000  dnxtdes_indmod=0x00000000 
dind_bitmap: 
0x0f000000 0x00000000 0x00000000 0x00000000 0x00000000 0x00000000 
0x00000000 0x00000000 
dind_bitmapsetcount(excluding initialization bit)=3: 
 
dplaceindid=0 
dsrcnt=0 
des allocpg hint=1024 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
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Des allocpg hint Array: 1 
 
Systabstats row (444, 0) 
Rows=5083.000000, Deleted rows=0.000000, Forwarded rows=0.000000 
Datapages=82, Oam+AP=3, Datapages in AP extent=0, Emptypages=0 
 dsysts_alreadyQd 0 
dsppri=0 dclonedes=0x00000000 
 
dobj_stats=0x203970BC 
 
        Descriptor statistics at 0x203970BC 
 
        acc_apf_reads=0 
        acc_lock_reqs=0  acc_lock_waits=0 
        acc_logical_reads=0  acc_operations=0 
        acc_pages_cached=0  acc_operations=0 
        acc_physical_pages_read=0 
        acc_physical_pages_written=0 
        acc_physical_reads=0  acc_physical_writes=0 
        acc_rows_deleted=0 acc_rows_inserted=0 
        acc_rows_updated=0 
 
dcrtrsuid=-2 
 
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
 
As was the case with the DBTABLE structure, it is tough to make much sense of this 
output without the ASE source code.  However, we’ll cover some of the highlights: 

Ø the output begins with an OBJECT structure, which is the SYSOBJECTS row 
that corresponds to this object.  From this we can determine the object name 
and id, the owner, the type, status, etc.  We can see this is a user object that is 
APL locked and has both a clustered index and non-clustered index(es).  For 
information on the SYSOBJECTS table see the ASE Reference Manual 
Volume 4: Tables. 

Ø next we see some information from the SYSTABSTATS row for this object.  
Since this is an APL table with a clustered index, this is the SYSTABSTATS 
row for indid = 1.  We see that this table has 5083 rows and occupies 82 data 
pages.  As rows are inserted to and deleted form the table the row and page 
counts are maintained within the DES.  They are periodically flushed to the 
SYSTABSTATS table.  We will cover this in more detail later. 

Ø the dirty buffer chain is presented next.  This is a chain of buffers that belong 
to this object for which the page has been modified in cache but not yet 
flushed to disk.   

Ø dkeepcnt is the open count for the object.  ddbtable is a pointer back to the 
DBTABLE that this object belongs to.  The dstate and dstatus fields present 
information regarding the descriptor itself. 
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Ø partition information is now presented.  Table partitions are referred to as 
“slices” inside of ASE.  This table has four slices, and we can see what are 
essentially the SYSPARITITONS rows for the slices, including the partition id, 
the control page, and the first page. 

Ø lock promotion data is next, including high and low water marks.  Since this is 
an APL table these entries correspond to page to table lock promotion. 

Ø the chain of Index Descriptors is next (IDES).  Pointers to the IDES and 
corresponding INDEX structure (SYSINDEXES row) for each index are 
here.  Note that the table has three indexes. 

Ø information regarding the table’s identity column is also presented.  Column id 
5 is an identity column, 5083 is the current identity value, and 5100 is the value 
burned on the oam page. 

DES Lists 
Like the DBTABLE structure, the DES structures are held in a several linked lists.  
Figure 5 diagrams the rather complex relationship between DES structures, the 
Resource structure, and the DBTABLE structure.  Let’s take a close look at what is 
going on in this diagram. 

Ø User DES Memory pool and System DES Memory Pool.  These are pools of 
DES structures that are allocated at ASE startup, as well as during dynamic 
reconfiguration of ASE.  Both can be considered to represent the free list of 
structures.   

o The descriptors in the User DES pool are used to represent user 
objects.  The size of the User DES pool is dependant upon the 
“number of open objects” configuration parameter.   

o The descriptors in the System DES pool are reserved for system table 
use.  The size of the System DES pool is not directly configurable.  It 
is calculated at boot time based on the “number of open databases” 
configuration parameter.  When sizing this pool ASE multiplies the 
number of open databases by the number of system tables in every 
database, and then adds the system tables that are only in master.  If 
the number of open databases is dynamically reconfigured to a larger 
value, additional descriptors will be allocated to the System DES pool. 
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Ø System DES Chain within Resource.  The descriptors for the master-only 
system tables are linked directly within the Resource structure. 

Ø The KEPT Chain.  Any DES that has been kept, i.e. it is in use at that 
moment, is linked onto the KEPT chain 

Ø Table Scavenge Chain and Non-Table Scavenge chain.  These chains represent 
DES structures that are installed, but not currently being kept.  These chains 
are searched when a DES scavenge takes place.  One chain is for table objects; 
the other chain is for non-table objects such as stored procedures.  These 
chains are implemented in an LRU-MRU fashion.  When a descriptor is added 
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to the list, it is linked to the unkept (MRU) side.  When a scavenge search takes 
place it begins from the scavenge (LRU) side of the list. 

Ø Name Hash Chain and ID Hash Chain.  Objects which have descriptors 
installed have both their name and their id hashed into these chains.  When an 
object needs to be opened we first check the hash chains to see if the object is 
already installed in cache.  We search either the name or the id chain depending 
on whether the name or the id was specified by the routine wishing to open the 
table.   

Ø DBTABLE Chains.  When an object descriptor is installed in cache it is also 
linked to the database descriptor for the database that the object resides in.  
Therefore, each database descriptor (DBTABLE) also maintains a list of object 
descriptors.  The object descriptors in the DBTABLE chain will reside on one 
of the global chains, either the kept chain or one of the scavenge chains.  The 
database’s system table descriptors are maintained with the database descriptor. 

DES State Transition 
The DES structures go through state transition very similar to that of the DBTABLE 
structures.  Figure 6 represents the DES State Transition Diagram.  The colored ovals 
represent the different DES states, and the lines represent the movement of an object 
descriptor from one state to another. 

FREE State 
Descriptors in the FREE state are not in use.  They exist in either the User 
DES memory pool or the System DES memory pool.  Once a descriptor 
leaves the FREE state it typically does not return until the object is dropped or 
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the database where the object resides is dropped.  There are exceptions to this 
discussed further on. 

CLEAN State 
The CLEAN state is a transition point for a descriptor on its way to be freed or 
created.  While in the CLEAN state the descriptor is not linked on any lists, 
and therefore cannot be found by any other processes.   

CREATE State 
The CREATE state is the staging area for a descriptor as it moves from 
CLEAN to ACTIVE.  While in the CREATE state the descriptor is populated 
for the target object, and installed in the name and id hash chains as well as the 
kept chain.    

ACTIVE State 
The ACTIVE state is the only state that exists outside of the DES manager.  
Descriptors that are active are valid for an object and linked to either the kept 
list or one of the scavenge lists, as well as the local DBTABLE list.  ACTIVE 
descriptors will also be present in both the name and id hash chains.  An 
important point of distinction is that an ACTIVE descriptor does not indicate 
the object is in use, it simply indicates the descriptor is cached.  Object usage is 
maintained within the descriptor’s keep count 

DROP State 
The DROP state is reached when an object is being dropped or the database in 
which the object resides is being dropped.  While in the DROP state the object 
is kept and is therefore on the kept chain.  It remains in the hash tables 

DESTROY State 
The DESTROY state is used for scavenges of the descriptor.  While in the 
destroy state all dirty buffers related to the descriptor’s object are flushed to 
disk, as are any catalog changes that need to be written to the system tables.  
The DES is removed from the hash tables and the kept list.  It is now ready to 
be ‘cleaned.’ 

Ways an Active Descriptor Can Become Free 
There is a general rule that once a descriptor leaves the 
free list, it can only return there if the object is dropped 
or if the database is dropped. There are a couple of 

exceptions.  From the standpoint of memory structures, scavenging the 
database descriptor has essentially the same effect as dropping the database.  
Therefore, if a database descriptor is scavenged, all object descriptors currently 
linked to that database descriptor will return to the free list.  Another way an 
active object descriptor can become free is if it is scavenged for its index id 0/1 
index descriptor.  We’ll cover index descriptors in detail later, but they need to 
be touched on here.  Active index descriptors do not live on a global list, but 

i 
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rather they are attached to the object descriptor they belong to.  If we are in 
desperate need of an index descriptor, we will scavenge the index id 0/1 
descriptor from an object descriptor.  Since an object descriptor that represents 
a table must have a 0/1 index descriptor, the object descriptor must be 
scavenged to harvest the index descriptor.  Normally we scavenge an object 
descriptor for another object, which means we immediately send it down the 
creation path for that new object. However, if we scavenged it for the index 
descriptor, there is no need for the object descriptor and it is returned to the 
free list. 

DES Search and Scavenge Algorithm 
Understanding the DES scavenge algorithm is the key to understanding object 
descriptor usage and availability in your server.  When ASE needs to access a table, a 
request is made to the descriptor manager to open a table either by name or by id.  The 
descriptor manager will first check if the table is already opened, then try to open it 
using a free descriptor, finally trying to open it by scavenging an active descriptor. 

1. Check either the name hash chain or the id hash chain depending on what has 
been specified.  If the object exists in the hash chain and is in the ACTIVE state, 
then keep the descriptor and return it. 

1.1. If the descriptor is found in the DROP state, the descriptor manager returns 
NULL.  

1.2. If the descriptor is found in the CREATE or DESTROY state, then the 
descriptor manage goes to sleep and performs the search again.   

1.3. If the descriptor is in the CLEAN or FREE state, error 8209 is raised: 
“Descriptor found was not expected to have %s state.” 

2. If the hash search failed to turn up a descriptor, the free chain is checked.  If a 
descriptor exists on the free chain, it is kept, installed, and populated for the target 
object. 

3. If the free list was empty, a scavenge search must occur.  Referring back to figure 5 
we can see two scavenge chains exist: a table chain, and a non-table chain.  Under 
normal conditions, the descriptor manager will attempt to scavenge from the non-
table chain first.  This is done because is it normally cheaper to scavenge a non-
table than a table.  An exception is when we are scavenging a DES for an IDES, 
which is covered in the “IDES Search and Scavenge Algorithm” section. 

3.1. The search starts at the head of the chain and moves descriptor-by-descriptor 
until a descriptor is found that meets the following conditions: 

3.1.1. is in the ACTIVE state 
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3.1.2. has a keep count (dkeepcnt) of zero 

3.1.3. did not have a currently active transaction access it at isolation level 
zero (dirty reads).  This is determined by the dsrcnt value. 

3.1.4. does not have any changes to cached statistics that need to be flushed 
to SYSTABSTATS.  This only applies searches on the table chain.  A 
more complete discussion of this rule is provided in the “Optimizer 
Statistics and the Object Cache” section. 

3.1.5. has not had the locking scheme for the table it represents changed via 
the alter table lock command.  

3.2. If no descriptors are found that satisfy the five conditions above, but a 
descriptor is found that satisfies 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 but NOT 3.1.5, we will return 
that descriptor as the scavenge victim.   

3.3. If no eligible descriptors are found on the non-table chain, the search in 3.1 is 
repeated on the table chain.  If no eligible descriptors are found, return 
NULL. 

3.4. If either 3.2 or 3.3 find a descriptor to return, the message “Increase the 
config parameter '%s' to avoid descriptor reuse. Reuse may 
result in performance degradation.” is printed to the error log.  Note 
that this message will only print once every 12 hours. 

4. If the scavenge searches in step 3 fail to return a DES, the descriptor manager 
checks the free list one more time before giving up.  If a descriptor hasn’t appeared 
on the free list, there are no available descriptors, and error 8207 will be raised: 
“Couldn't find an available descriptor for an object.  Configure 
your system for more descriptors.” 

Scavenging Order 
Unlike database descriptors, objects descriptors are maintained in LRU 
order when they are un-kept.  Therefore, the DES scavenge algorithm is 
able to search object descriptors in LRU to MRU order.  When the keep 

count of an object descriptor reaches zero is moved from the kept list to a scavenge 
list, and is linked into the un-kept, or MRU, end of that list.  Scavenge searches take 
place from the scavenge, or LRU, end of the list.  Therefore, descriptors that have been 
un-kept for the longest period of time will be evaluated for scavenging first. 

Scavenging Cost 
Scavenging a DES, while not as expensive as scavenging a DBTABLE, is 
still an expensive and largely undesirable operation.  When a table is 
opened, we can stop our search in step 1 above it is already cached.  If the 
table is not cached, but there are free DES structures available, we need 

i 
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only complete 1 and 2 above.  However, if we must scavenge we need to not only do 1 
and 2, but we need to perform the additional expensive operation of searching through 
the scavenge chains.  These searches are serialized under the protection of the DES 
spinlock, which means that a process running on one engine that wishes to search these 
chains must wait for a process running on another engine that is currently searching to 
complete its search before proceeding.  Once an eligible DES is found, it must be 
cleaned, installed, and populated for the new object.  To clean a DES, ASE flushes any 
dirty buffers that belong to the target object out of cache, an operation that can trigger 
physical io.  If the DES represented a stored procedure, any related procedure buffers 
must be flushed out of procedure cache.  ASE must also unlink any index descriptors 
from the DES and return them to the free list, an operation that requires the IDES 
spinlock to be held.  Finally, ASE must read several system catalogs to populate the 
DES for the new object.  Lightweight procedure (LWP) descriptors have a unique cost 
associated with them.  What makes these “lightweight” is that their normalized query 
tree exists only in memory and does not ever get written to SYSPROCEDURES.  
When an LWP populates a descriptor, it must normalize its query tree based on the 
SQL text.  If the query is complex this can be a significant amount of work.   

Scavenging Loops 
Object descriptor scavenge can quickly become a problem if it causes a 
scavenge loop.  In a scavenge loop, a descriptor is scavenged for an object 
that is not in use at the instant of the scavenge, but is needed shortly 

thereafter.  This triggers the scavenging of another descriptor, which can cause the 
scavenging of yet another object, etc.  This is similar to the problem described with 
scavenging loops and database descriptors.  This problem is not as likely to occur 
object descriptors because they are linked in an LRU-MRU chain.  However, this can 
be brought on by heavily unbalanced chains as described below. 

Unbalanced Scavenge Chains 
Once again referring to figure 5, we can see two scavenge chains exist: a 
table chain, and a non-table chain.  All non-table descriptors are linked to 
the non-table chain.  This includes stored procedures, triggers, views, 

lightweight procedures (LWPs), etc.  Only table descriptors are linked to the table 
chain.  As mentioned in step 3 of the scavenge algorithm, a scavenge search normally 
begins on the non-table chain for all types of descriptors.  The reasoning behind this is 
that scavenging a table is more expensive than a non-table due to buffer washes and 
index descriptors that need to be freed.  For example, if ASE needs a table descriptor, it 
will try to scavenge from the non-table chain.  The descriptor will be removed from the 
non-table chain, populated for the table and liked to the kept list.  Once the keep count 
for that descriptor reaches zero, it will be placed on the MRU end of the table scavenge 
chain.  It is possible for a non-table descriptor request to scavenge from the table chain, 
but only after a search of the non-table chain fails.  In a heavy-scavenging environment 
the two chains can become highly unbalanced, with a very short non-table chain and a 
very long table chain.  An example of this from an actual live server had over 50,000 
descriptors on the table chain, but only 3 on the non-table chain.  When a scavenge 
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chain becomes that short, the benefits of LRU-MRU are essentially eliminated, and 
scavenging loops can become a problem.  The site mentioned above made use of 
dynamic SQL via ct_dynamic() from their client application.  Since ASE handles the 
execution of dynamic SQL via LWPs, each query issued by the application required an 
object descriptor.  While the descriptors are freed once the query is deallocated, they 
are kept and unkept (opened and closed) during execution of the query, are available 
for scavenging, and are linked to the non-table scavenge chain.  Since the server was in 
a scavenge situation, when a new dynamic query came in a descriptor was scavenged 
from the LRU side of the non-table chain.  Since the chain was so short, the LRU side 
contained descriptors that had just been placed on the chain, and were from LWPs that 
were still active but had been temporarily closed.  When the scavenged LWP needed to 
be opened again, it pulled from the LRU side of the non-table scavenge chain, which 
caused another active LWP to be scavenged.  This resulted in an almost continuous 
loop of scavenge requests.  Note from the scavenging cost section that every time we 
rebuild an object descriptor for an LWP we must renormalize the query from the SQL 
text.  The performance penalty in this situation can be significant. 

The IDES Structure 
The IDES is a C-language structure used to represent an index descriptor.  Much like 
the DES structure, ASE has a global pool of IDES structures that is shared by all user 
and system databases.  The number of IDES structures available is controlled by the 
“number of open indexes” configuration parameter.  You can use the dbcc ides 
command to view an IDES structure.  dbcc ides accepts from two to five arguments 
and has the syntax:: 

dbcc ides ( <database name> | <database id> , <object id> , 
[indid={-1,0,1…255} [, printopt={0|1} [, protection={0|1}  ] 
] ] ) 

Ø when no indid is specified, or a value of –1 is provided for indid, all IDES 
structures for that object are printed. 

Ø a printopt value of zero will not display the INDEX structure 
(SYSINDEXES row) that is part of the IDES; a value of 1 will display the 
full INDEX structure.  The default is zero (terse). 

Ø a protection value of zero will execute the command in unprotected mode, 
meaning no spinlocks are acquired while reading the structures;  a value of 
1 will run the command in protected mode, meaning spinlocks will be 
acquired.  The default is zero (unprotected).  On multi-engine servers 
protected mode is recommended since running this command without a 
spinlock can result in a segmentation violation (infected with 11). 
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In the example below, dbcc ides is run in verbose, unprotected mode for a 
nonclustered index of a user table in the “repro” database: 

1> dbcc ides (repro, 816002907,2,1,0) 
2> go 
 
IDES Print: 
des=0x203B9400 dbid=5 objid=816002907 
dind01row=0x20A5E508   dideshash_chain=0x203B94C4 
 
 
(INDID 2 IDES:0x20A5E984) 
id_prevides=0x20A5E4E8   id_nextides=0x20A5EE20 
id_nxthash=0x00000000 
id_desptr=0x203B9400   id_spinlock=0x200D1540 
id_keepcnt=0   id_spid=0 
id_state=0x1 (0x0001 (IDES_ACTIVE_STATE)) 
id_cacheid=-1 
id_indnamelen=6 
id_indexrow:    INDEX structure at: 0x20A5E9A4 
        name=fooNC1 
        two=10 indrno=8 indindid=2 indtabid=816002907 
        inddoampg (data oampg)=0 indioampg (index oampg)=1256 
        indoampgtrips=0 indipgtrips=0 
        indfirst=1264 indroot=1266 inddistribution=0 indusage=0 
        indsegment=0 indsoid=0 indcsid=1 
        Status (indstatus): 0x80 (0x0080 (IND_SORT)) 
        Status2 (indstatus2): 0x0 (0x0000) 
        indmrowsperpg=0 indminlen=11 indmaxlen=11 indmaxirow=15 
indkeycnt=2 indlen=124 
        baseptnnum=1 fillfactor=0 respagegap=0 exprowsize=0 
        identity_gap=0 
        keycnt=2 
        indcrdate: 0x20A5EDAC (dtdays=37375, dttime=18064755)=  May  1 
2002 4:43:35:850PM    

 KEY 0 
        (0x20A5E9E0) relop=EQ arglen=0 colid=1 status=0x0 
        type=56 (INT4) len=4 offset=1 
        doffset=2 argp=0x00000000 
        KEY 1 
        (0x20A5E9FC) relop=EQ arglen=0 colid=0 status=0x0 
        type=45 (BINARY) len=6 offset=5 
        doffset=0 argp=0x00000000 
 
 Systabstats row (443, 11) 
Leaf pages=28, Empty pages=0, Indexheight=1 
Indexpgs in same extent as allocation page=0 
Index pageCR=4, Data pageCR=13, Data rowCR =78 
id_status 0 id_systsalreadyQd 0 
 
idobj_stats=0x20A5EDE0 
 
        Descriptor statistics at 0x20A5EDE0 
 
        acc_apf_reads=0 
        acc_lock_reqs=0  acc_lock_waits=0 
        acc_logical_reads=0  acc_operations=0 
        acc_pages_cached=0  acc_operations=0 
        acc_physical_pages_read=0 
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        acc_physical_pages_written=0 
        acc_physical_reads=0  acc_physical_writes=0 
        acc_rows_deleted=0 acc_rows_inserted=0 
        acc_rows_updated=0 
 
 
End of IDES print in unprotected mode 
 
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
 
As with the other structures, the above is of limited meaning with the source code.  
However, here are some of the highlights. 

Ø id_prevides, id_nextides: IDES structures are linked either on a FREE list or 
in a per-DES chain.  These fields represent the forward and backward 
pointers. 

Ø id_desprt: pointer to the DES structure that this IDES is linked to. 

Ø id_keepcnt: the keep count, or open count.  The current open count for this 
descriptor. 

Ø id_spid: the SPID that this descriptor is private to.  This is used when a 
descriptor is being installed or dropped to make it private to the process doing 
the work. 

Ø id_state: the state of the index descriptor 

Ø id_cacheid: cache id of the named cache that this index is bound to.  A value 
of –1 indicates the default data cache. 

Ø id_indexrow: this is the  INDEX structure that corresponds to this index 
descriptor.  This is an in-memory copy of a SYSINDEXES row.  Note that 
the keys are expanded.  (for documentation on the SYSINDEXES catalog, 
see ASE Reference Manual Volume 4: Tables.) 

Ø systabstats row: this is the SYSTABSTATS row for this index..  The values in 
parentheses (i.e. 433,11) represent the page and row number (also known as 
RID) from the SYSTABSTATS table.  (for documentation on the 
SYSTABSTATS catalog, see ASE Reference Manual Volume 4: Tables.) 

Ø id_systsalreadyQd: indicates if the housekeeper tasks has queued the statistics 
in this descriptor to an engine so that they can be flushed to SYSTABSTATS. 

Ø descriptor statistics are part of the ASE Monitoring and Diagnostics API and 
are normally not in use. 
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IDES Lists 
Index descriptors can be linked in one of two places: either on a global free list, or onto 
the DES to which they belong.  Unlike database descriptors and object descriptors, 
there are no global lists where all installed IDES are linked.  Figure 7 displays the IDES 
linkages.  There are two free lists: one for system IDES structures, and one for user 
IDES structures.  The size of the system IDES pool is dependant upon the 
configuration of number of open databases and is not independently configurable.  
This is similar to how DES structures work.  The size of the user IDES pool is 
controlled by the “number of open indexes” configuration parameter. 

IDES Scavenge Algorithm 
Since there is no global list of installed index descriptors, the IDES scavenge algorithm 
relies on a search of installed DES structures.  The algorithm for finding a user IDES is 
a follows: 

1. Check the user IDES memory pool for a free descriptor.  If one is available, attach 
it to the object descriptor and populate it.  

2. If step1 failed, then a scavenge search must take place.  ASE attempts to scavenge 
the installed non-clustered index descriptors from an active object descriptor.   

2.1. ASE moves to the table scavenge chain and searches for an object descriptor 
that meets the following criteria (the search begins at the LRU end of the 
chain): 

          R
E

S
O

U
R

C
E

 

User IDES 
Memory Pool 
(free list) 

System IDES 
Memory Pool 
(free list) 

Installed DES 
Chain 

Installed IDES structures 
linked to DES structures 

Figure 7, IDES lists.  
Note that installed 
IDES structures are 
linked to installed DES 
structures. 
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2.1.1. is in the ACTIVE state 

2.1.2. has a keep (open) count of zero 

2.1.3. has at least one index descriptor installed other than the index id 0/1 
descriptor (i.e. at least two descriptors). 

2.1.4. is a user table descriptor 

2.1.5. has not already has its index descriptors scavenged 

2.1.6. does not have any changes to cached statistics for index ids greater 
than 1 that need to be flushed to SYSTABSTATS.  A more complete 
discussion of this rule is provided in the Optimizer Statistics and the 
Object Cache section. 

2.2. If step 2.1 returned a descriptor, ASE will scavenge all the index descriptors 
for index id 2 and greater from that object descriptor.  An index descriptor 
will be used to fulfill the original scavenge request.  Any remaining index 
descriptors will be returned to the free pool.  The object descriptor will remain 
installed in cache, as it is valid as long as it has the index id 0 / 1 descriptor. 

3. If step 2 fails to return an index descriptor a more desperate search must take place.  
ASE must now attempt to scavenge an object descriptor in order to free its index 
id 0 / 1 descriptor.  In this case, ASE moves to the table scavenge chain (LRU side) 
and attempts to scavenge an object descriptor as per the object descriptor scavenge 
algorithm.  If an object descriptor is found that can be scavenged, its index 
descriptors are stripped off and reused.  The object descriptor itself is no longer 
valid since it does not have an index id 0 / 1 descriptor.  The result is that the 
object descriptor is cleaned and returned to the user object descriptor free pool. 

4. If step 3 fails, ASE makes one last ditch attempt to find an index descriptor by 
checking the free pool again.  This is done because of the possibility that another 
process returned an index descriptor to the free list while this process was doing 
the scavenge search. 

5. If step 4 fails, there are no available index descriptors.   The message 8424 will be 
raised: “Cannot find an available index descriptor for an index. 
Increase the value of 'number of open indexes'. If sp_configure 
fails due to lack of index descriptors, edit the configuration file 
and restart the server.” 
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Optimizer Statistics and the Object Cache 
An important attribute of both object and index descriptors is that they contain cached 
optimizer statistics.  Caching of optimizer statistics was introduced in ASE 11.9.  These 
statistics include: 

Ø row counts 

Ø data and index page counts 

Ø empty page, forwarded row, and deleted row counts (in context for DOL 
tables) 

Ø data row, data page, and index page CR counts (used by the optimizer to 
calculate cluster ratios) 

As DML operations take place on a table or index, ASE’s Tally Manager is responsible 
for updating these fields in the descriptor.  For performance reasons, the Tally Manager 
works in a non-transactional fashion, which can allow for some inaccuracy in these 
values.  Therefore these values are considered estimates, although they should be close 
estimates.  To ensure that these values are updated in the SYSTABSTATS table, the 
housekeeper process is responsible for periodically flushing these statistics out to disk.  
The flush can be manually triggered via the sp_flushstats stored procedure, or via the dbcc 
flushstats command.  The utility optdiag executes sp_flushstats prior to copying statistics 
to ensure that it is getting the most up-to-date statistics. 

The caching of statistics makes its biggest impact on metadata cache management in 
the area of scavenging.  One of the scavenge rules for both object and index 
descriptors is that the cached stats in those descriptors have not changed since they 
were last flushed to SYSTABSTATS.  This means that any table or index that has had 
rows inserted or deleted since the last housekeeper flush will be ineligible for 
scavenging.  On busy servers where the housekeeper is occupied with flushing dirty 
buffers, it may be some time before it can process the statistics flush again.  This can 
dramatically shrink the pool of descriptors available for scavenging.  Sybase did evaluate 
having the scavenge process flush the statistics.  However, there was no way to 
guarantee that a deadlock would not occur in such a situation, and the responsibility of 
flushing statistics was left to the housekeeper. 

Changes Related to Statistics Caching 
The behavior of the metadata cache manager in relation to cached 
statistics began to change with the release of ASE 11.9.2.5 IR, 12.0.0.4 IR 
and 12.5 GA.  Table 2 below describes some of the changes, including the 

CR numbers and the versions they appear in. 

CR # Releases Description Effect 

i 
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--- 11.9.2, 12.0 Original behavior: descriptors 
could be scavenged even if the 
statistics had changed. 

When the descriptors were 
scavenged any changes to 
the statistics were lost, 
leading to inaccuracies. 

170707 11.9.2.5, 
12.0.0.4, 
12.5 GA 

See above.  Scavenging algorithm 
modified to not scavenge 
descriptors with changed statistics 

• Row / page counts 
more accurate 

• Decrease in available 
descriptors 

• 8206, 8424 errors 

• Many warning 
messages in the log 

260147 11.9.2.6, 
12.0.0.4, 
12.5.0.1 

After 170707, the log could 
become flooded with warning 
messages regarding descriptor 
shortages.  This CR reduced the 
messages to once every 24 hours. 

Messages reduced to once 
a day. 

263433 11.9.2.6, 
12.0.0.4 
ESD #2, 
12.5.0.1 

Added command line trace flag 
8206.  This flag allows descriptors 
with modified stats to be 
scavenged, turning off 170707. 

Trace 8206 can cause row 
and page counts to 
become inaccurate. 

269152 11.9.2.6, 
12.0.0.4 
ESD #2 

After 170707, descriptors could not 
be scavenged even after 
sp_flushstats had been run to 
clear modified statistics.  This CR 
turns off the modified statistics bit 
in the descriptor after sp_flushstats 
runs 

sp_flushstats can now be 
used to make descriptors 
available for scavenging if 
the housekeeper cannot 
process them. 

271756 12.0.0.5, 
12.5.0.1 
ESD #2 

Allows ASE to differentiate 
between a descriptor that has 
table stats to flush, and a 
descriptor that has clustered index 
stats to flush. 

Further increases the pool 
of descriptors available for 
scavenging. 

The primary impact of the changes described above is that after the implementation of 
CR 170707, fewer descriptors will be available for scavenging.  In busy environments 
there is often a good deal of latency between when cached statistics change and when 
the housekeeper task can flush the changes to disk.  In that time period the descriptor 
will not be available to be scavenged.  Sites that were doing heavy descriptor scavenging 
prior to this change have an increased likelihood of hitting 8207 and 8424 errors, and 
should configure their server for more descriptors.  See the chapter Configuring and 
Monitoring the Object Cache. 

Table 2, CRs regarding statistics caching 
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Configuring and 
Monitoring The Object 
Cache 
Tools and techniques for configuring and monitoring the object cache 

onfiguring and monitoring the object cache involves many of the same steps as 
the database cache.  However, the rule about always having more database 
descriptors than databases does not always apply for the object cache.  While it 

is ideal to have more object descriptors than tables and more index descriptors than 
indexes, such a configuration is not practical or efficient for every environment.  In 
cases where there will be fewer descriptors than objects it is important to find the 
correct balance of resource usage and descriptor reuse.   

Configuration and Monitoring Background 
It is important to understand some of the configuration and monitoring tools, as well 
as determine some baseline data before tuning the object cache. 

Determining the Upper Limit 
The first step in configuring the object cache is to determine how many descriptors 
would be needed to ensure no re-use ever takes place.  To do this you will first need to 
determine how many objects and indexes exist on your server.  Do this by running the 
sp_countmetadata stored procedure.   sp_countmetadata “open objects” reports the 
sum of rows in SYSOBJECTS with an object id greater than or equal to 100 for every 
database.  sp_countmetadata “open indexes” does the same thing, except it pulls the 
row counts from the SYSINDEXES table.  The elimination of objects with id values 
of less than 100 removes system tables and their indexes from the count, since those 
objects use a separate, non-configurable descriptor pool.  sp_countmetadata also 
displays the memory require to configure either open object or open indexes to the 
count value, as well as the current configuration value.  Note that sp_countmetadata 

Chapter 

5 

C 
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can be run for a single database by specifying the database name as an argument.  
However, the configuration parameters are server-wide and you should run 
sp_countmetadata with out the database argument.   

1> sp_countmetadata "open objects" 
2> go 
There are 2426 user objects in all database(s), requiring 3215 Kbytes 
of memory. 
 
The 'open objects' configuration parameter is currently set to 500. 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> sp_countmetadata "open indexes" 
2> go 
There are 2250 user indexes in all database(s), requiring 2622 Kbytes 
of memory. 
 
The 'open indexes' configuration parameter is currently set to 500. 
(return status = 0) 
 
In addition to the values reported by sp_countmetadata, you will need to take into 
account transient objects that are not reported, such as temporary tables and 
lightweight procedures.  A good starting point is a 5% cushion on open objects and a 
10% cushion on open indexes.  Naturally, this will vary greatly from application to 
application.  When figuring these values take into account the number of concurrent 
sessions and the amount of temporary tables that are created.  Also take into account 
any applications that use ct_dynamic() or use native dynamic SQL via execute, as well 
as applications that execute SQL via server-side Java methods and SQLJ functions.  
Finally, don’t forget to take into consideration any growth in the schema.  While some 
applications maintain a fairly constant schema, others continually add large numbers of 
objects and indexes.   

Determining Memory Use 
The sp_helpconfig stored procedure can help you determine how much memory will 
be used for a given value of any configuration parameter.  In this case it will allow you 
to determine resource requirements for “number of open objects” and “number of 
open indexes” settings other than the current configuration and the value reported by 
sp_countmetadata.  Simply provide sp_helpconfig with the parameter and the desired 
value: 

1> sp_helpconfig "open objects", "2000" 
2> go 
 
number of open objects sets the maximum number of database objects that 
can be open at one time on SQL Server. The default run value is 500. 
 
 Minimum Value Maximum Value Default Value Current Value Memory Used 
         Unit                 Type 
 ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------- 
         -------------------- ---------- 
           100    2147483647           500           500         663 
         number               dynamic 
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Configuration parameter, 'number of open objects', will consume 2649K 
of memory if configured at 2000. 
 
Changing the value of 'number of open objects' to '2000' increases the 
amount of memory ASE uses by 2000 K. 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> sp_helpconfig "open indexes", "1800" 
2> go 
 
number of open indexes sets the maximum number of indexes that can be 
open at one time on SQL Server. The default value is 500. 
 
 Minimum Value Maximum Value Default Value Current Value Memory Used 
         Unit                 Type 
 ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------- 
         -------------------- ---------- 
           100    2147483647           500           600         698 
         number               dynamic 
 
Configuration parameter, 'number of open indexes', will consume 2098K 
of memory if configured at 1800. 
 
Changing the value of 'number of open indexes' to '1800' increases the 
amount of memory ASE uses by 1402 K. 
(return status = 0) 
 
In addition to sp_helpconfig, two tables below provide an estimate of memory 
consumed per descriptor for various versions of ASE.  Since this can change from 
release to release, running sp_helpconfig on the server you will be configuring is the 
most accurate way to determine resource requirements. 

 

Version Size 

11.5.1.2 ESD #3 
59K for the first 100 / ~468 bytes each 

additional 

11.9.2.6 
102K for the first 100 / ~824 bytes 

each additional 

11.9.3 ESD #9 
121K for the first 100 / ~970 bytes 

each additional 

12.0.0.5 32-bit 
127K for the first 100 / ~1030 bytes 

each additional 

12.0.0.5 64-bit 
143K for the first 100 / ~1133 bytes 

each additional 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 32-bit 
141K for the first 100 / ~1575 bytes 

each additional 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 64-bit 
161K for the first 100 / ~1645 bytes 

each additional 

Table 3, "number 
of open objects" 
memory 
consumption by 
version.  Sizes 
are approximate 
and are based 
on the Solaris 
platform. 
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. 

Version Size 

11.5.1.2 ESD #3 ~424 bytes each 

11.9.2.6 ~712 bytes each 

11.9.3 ESD #9 ~990 bytes each 

12.0.0.5 32-bit ~900 bytes each 

12.0.0.5 64-bit ~1050 bytes each 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 32-bit ~1230 bytes each 

12.5.0.1 ESD #1 64-bit ~1375 bytes each 

 

Monitoring Descriptor Usage with sp_monitorconfig 
It is important to determine your current descriptor usage and then to monitor 
descriptor usage on a periodic basis.  This can be done used sp_monitorconfig, 
sp_sysmon, or a combination of the two.  As of ASE 12.5.0.1, sp_monitorconfig is the 
preferred way to monitor descriptor usage. 

sp_monitorconfig will display usage statistics for a specified configuration option.  The 
output below is based on a server with more objects and indexes than descriptors (see 
sp_countmetadata output in the Determining the Upper Limit section).  This first pair of 
output was generated shortly after ASE booted.  Note that there are still a considerable 
number of free descriptors. 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open objects" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  3 2002 11:41AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open objects            394         106  21.20          107 
No 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> sp_monitorconfig "open indexes" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  3 2002 11:40AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open indexes            296         204  40.80          204 
No 
(return status = 0) 
 

Table 4, "number 
of open indexes" 
memory 
consumption by 
version.  Sizes 
are approximate 
and are based on 
the Solaris 
platform 
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The next batch of output comes from the same server after some more processing.  At 
this point all the available descriptors have been exhausted and the reuse column 
indicates “Yes.” 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open objects" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  3 2002 11:43AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open objects              0         500 100.00          500 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> sp_monitorconfig "open indexes" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  3 2002 11:43AM. 
 
 Name                      num_free    num_active  pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open indexes              0         500 100.00          500 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
It is important to remember the cached nature of these descriptors when considering 
the free and active values.  As was discussed in the internals chapter, an active 
descriptor is one that is currently cached and in the active state.  It has no bearing on 
whether or not the object or index is currently in use.  A free descriptor is one that is 
on the free list, which does include those active descriptors that are available for re-use.  
Also remember that there are only a few ways for an active descriptor to become free.  
Therefore, it is both normal and expected to see high active counts in an idle server.  In 
the example above that showed 500 active object descriptors and 500 active index 
descriptors, sp_monitorconfig was the only process running on ASE at that time. 

sp_monitorconfig enhancements 
The main shortcoming of sp_monitorconfig is that it only displays a Yes / 
No value regarding descriptor reuse, as opposed to the number of times a 
reuse took place.  CR 275763, available in 12.5.0.1 ESD #2, provides a 

way to extract this information from sp_monitorconfig, along with a way to track this 
data for analysis purposes.  Under this CR sp_monitorconfig can now stored results in 
a table, and within that table the Yes/No reuse flag is replaced by a reuse count.  A date 
column is also part of the table so that comparisons of descriptor usage can be made 
with time as a factor.  In order to use this new functionality you will first need to create 
a results table with the following structure: 

create table <table_name> ( 
 Name varchar(35),  
 Num_free int, 

i 
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 Num_active int,  
 Pct_act char(6), 
 Max_Used int,  
 Reuse_cnt int, 
 Date varchar(30) 
) 
 

Use a table name of your preference.  Once you’ve created the results table, you can 
pass the table name as the second argument to sp_monitorconfig and your results will 
be stored in that table.  The example below uses the monitorconfig_results table: 

1> sp_monitorconfig "open objects", "monitorconfig_results" 
2> go 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> sp_monitorconfig "open indexes", "monitorconfig_results" 
2> go 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> select * from monitorconfig_results 
2> go 
 Name                                Num_free    Num_active  Pct_act 
         Max_Used    Reuse_cnt   Date 
 ----------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- 
         ----------- ----------- ------------------------------ 
 number of open objects                        4         496  99.20 
                 500          64 Jun  3 2002 12:44PM 
 number of open indexes                        8         492  98.40 
                 500        1553 Jun  3 2002 12:44PM 
 
(2 rows affected) 
 
Here we can see that not only has reuse taken place, but that there have been 64 reuses 
of object descriptors and 1,553 reuses of index descriptors.   

sp_monitorconfig can also be run with the “all” option to either display, or insert into a 
table, data related to all configuration options that it supports.  The notion of reuse is 
out of context for many of the other configuration options, and sp_monitorconfig will 
report either “NA” if displaying the output, or –1 if inserting into a results table. 

Enterprising DBAs who wish to have the reuse count returned to them without using 
the results table can examine the source for sp_monitorconfig and modify the stored 
procedure as they see fit. 

Monitoring Descriptor Usage with sp_sysmon 
sp_sysmon can be used instead of, or in addition to, sp_monitorconfig to monitor the 
object cache.  The section of sp_sysmon output that is relevant is the “Metadata Cache 
Management” section.  The main advantage of using sp_sysmon instead of 
sp_monitorconfig is the display of the reuse counts, both success and failures.  Since 
the counters of interest are not reset every time sp_sysmon is run, the time interval 
used can be arbitrarily small.  In the example below sp_sysmon is run for one second, 
and only the Metadata Cache Management section is requested: 
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1> sp_sysmon "00:00:01", mdcache 
2> go 
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
====================================================================== 
 
      Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise System Performance Report 
====================================================================== 
 
Metadata Cache Management 
------------------------- 
 
  Metadata Cache Summary         per sec      per xact       count  % 
of total 
  -------------------------  ------------  ------------  ----------  --
-------- 
 
 
  Open Object Usage 
 
    Active                            n/a           n/a         500       
n/a 
 
    Max Ever Used Since Boot          n/a           n/a         500       
n/a 
 
    Free                              n/a           n/a           0       
n/a 
 
    Reuse Requests 
 
      Succeeded                       n/a           n/a          50       
n/a 
 
      Failed                          n/a           n/a           0       
n/a 
 
 
  Open Index Usage 
 
    Active                            n/a           n/a         497       
n/a 
 
    Max Ever Used Since Boot          n/a           n/a         500       
n/a 
 
    Free                              n/a           n/a           3       
n/a 
 
 
  Tuning Recommendations for Metadata Cache Management 
 
  ---------------------------------------------------- 
 
  - Consider increasing the 'number of open objects' 
    configuration parameter. 
 
(return status = 0) 
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Note that the output above has been trimmed for presentation.  sp_sysmon is 
documented in the ASE Reference Manual Volume 3: Procedures, as well as 
the ASE Performance and Tuning Guide: Volume 3- Tools for Monitoring 
and Analyzing Performance 

This section is also displayed during a normal sp_sysmon run, so if you already do 
periodic sp_sysmon runs this data will be included in that output.  Note that in the 
above output the only column that is in context is the “count” column.  Also note that 
this output was generated using and ASE 12.5.0.1 ESD #2 version of sp_sysmon and 
the output may vary from pervious versions, although the general idea is the same. 

sp_sysmon Metadata Cache Report missing in 12.5.0.1 
A significant portion of how ASE monitors the metadata cache was 
redesigned under CR 227304.  As a result of that CR, which was 
implemented in 12.5.0.1 IR, the sp_sysmon Metadata Cache Report 

displayed no output.  The procedure sp_sysmon_mdcache, which is called by 
sp_sysmon to generate the Metadata Cache Report, was rewritten under CR 275763 to 
take the design changes into account. CR 275763 also added the result table option to 
sp_monitorconfig.  sp_sysmon_mdcache now generates its report by calling 
sp_monitorconfig and using a results table to transfer the data.  CR 275763 was 
implemented in ASE 12.5.0.1 ESD #2. Therefore versions 12.5.0.1 IR and 12.5.0.1 
ESD #1 are lacking the sp_sysmon Metadata Cache Management report.   

Tuning Strategies 
The data gathered above can be used to decide whether to allocate enough descriptors 
for every object and index or to configure so that re-use is possible (or takes place).  By 
configuring to the upper limit you avoid any performance problems related to re-use, as 
well as eliminating the possibility of 8207 (no available object descriptors) and 8424 (no 
available index descriptors) errors.  The downside is that it can consume a good deal of 
memory, memory that would otherwise be used for page cache.  By configuring such 
that scavenging is either possible or that it takes place you can reduce the amount of 
memory required for the object cache.  The downside with this option is that you can 
introduce performance problems related to descriptor re-use, as well as running into an 
all out descriptor shortage and errors 8207 or 8424.   

This section discusses three general strategies that can be used to tune the object cache.  
The discussions below apply to both “number of open objects” and “number of open 
indexes.”  While it is possible to use a different approach for each type of descriptor, 
keep in mind that object descriptor reuse can result from a shortage of index 
descriptors.  Therefore, if you configure to avoid object descriptor reuse, you must also 
configure to avoid index descriptor reuse. 

i 
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Size the cache to fit all object and indexes 
This strategy seeks to completely avoid reuse by ensuring that the cache is large enough 
to hold descriptors for all objects and indexes.   

Pros Cons 
§ Avoids out of descriptor errors 

(8207 and 8424) 

§ Avoids performance penalty 
associated with reuse 

§ Relatively simple to configure 
and monitor 

§ Can be an inefficient use of 
memory 

 
When to use this approach 
Some conditions where this approach may be appropriate are: 

§ small to moderate numbers of objects and indexes 

§ most objects are accessed on a regular basis  

§ large amounts of available memory 

§ very high cache hit ratios for page access 

Determining a configuration value 
Run sp_countmetadata and use the upper limit method to determine the 
configuration value.  Be sure to a dd sufficient overhead for transient objects. 

Monitoring Method 
Periodically run sp_monitorconfig to ensure that the max used value is less than 
your configuration value, and that the reused value is No. 

Size the cache as small as possible to avoid scavenging 
This strategy seeks to avoid scavenging while reducing the amount of memory required 
for object and index descriptors.  

Pros Cons 
§ Makes efficient use of memory 

§ Avoids out of descriptor errors 
(8207 and 8424) 

§ Avoids performance penalty 
associated with reuse 

§ Can be difficult to configure and 
maintain 

§ Leaves open the possibility of 
reuse 

 
When to use this approach 
Some conditions where this approach may be appropriate are: 
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§ large numbers of objects and indexes 

§ some objects are rarely accessed 

§ actual number of active descriptors significantly lower than total 
objects / indexes 

§ reasonably high cache hit ratios for page caches 

 
Determining a configuration value 
Hitting the “sweet spot” between avoiding reuse and making efficient use of 
memory can be done from a top-down or bottom-up approach.  Using the top 
down approach, configure descriptors at the upper limit.  After ASE has been 
running long enough so that it has experienced several peek productions loads 
as well as many, if not all, scheduled jobs, run sp_monitorconfig.  The max used 
column will tell you the highest number of descriptors that were active at any 
one time.  You can then reconfigure the descriptors to be slightly higher than 
this value.  Alternatively, use the bottom-up approach if reuse is currently 
taking place and you do not have the resources to use the top-down approach.  
Using the bottom-up approach, increase the number of descriptors until the 
reuse stops.  On version 12.5 this can be done without rebooting ASE.  
However, if you don’t reboot ASE then the “reused” value will not be reset.  
Therefore, you should ensure that the max used value is less than the current 
configuration value. 

Monitoring Method 
Periodically run sp_monitorconfig to ensure that the max used value is less than 
your configuration value, and that the reused value is No. 

Size the cache to save memory and reuse descriptors 
This strategy accepts reuse as a fact of life and seeks to minimize the amount of 
memory used for object and index descriptors.  Environments that use this approach 
will likely be impacted by the changes related to statistics caching as discussed in the 
Object Cache Internals chapter.   

Pros Cons 
§ Minimizes memory use § Performance penalty of reuse can 

rapidly outweigh gain from extra 
page cache 

§ Can run out of descriptors and 
hit 8207 and 8424 errors 

 
When to use this approach 
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Some conditions where this approach may be appropriate are: 

Ø limited amounts of memory 

Ø large numbers of objects and indexes 

Ø some objects are rarely accessed 

Ø low volume of dynamic SQL (due to unbalanced chains discussed in 
the internals section) 

Determining the configuration value 
It is difficult to determine a configuration value under this scenario, and it may 
require some trial and error.  The factors to consider are memory 
consumption, performance problems from excess reuse, and descriptor 
shortages (8207 and 8424 errors).  Try to determine a realistic minimum for 
object descriptors by factoring the number of objects accessed by applications 
during peak processing (including procedures and views).  Be sure to add in 
any triggers and rules / defaults that exist on those objects.  Factor in the 
number of temp tables created and the number of concurrent sessions.  
Configure open indexes based on the number of indexes associated to the 
objects you’ve identified.  Be sure to add some cushion into these numbers.  If 
ASE runs out of descriptors you will need to increase the configuration values.  
If heavy reuse is taking place, it may pay off to do some performance 
benchmarks by decreasing the size of the page cache and increasing the 
number of descriptors.  Try to determine if reducing reuse yields a 
performance gain. 

Monitoring Method 
Since reuse is expected in this model, simply running sp_monitorconfig won’t 
tell you much you don’t already know.  Run sp_monitorconfig with the results 
table option to get a reuse count (12.5.0.1 ESD #2 and higher).  Use the date 
field of the results table to track how reuse increases during peak processing.  If 
there are severe spikes in reuse, considering increasing open objects or open 
indexes.  Remember that object reuse can result from index descriptor 
shortages, so if there is an index descriptor shortage increasing object 
descriptors won’t help.  You can also use the Metadata Cache Management 
section of sp_sysmon to monitor reuse counts. 

Monitoring and Configuring Spinlocks Ratios 
The object and index descriptors exist in shared memory, which means that access to 
them must be synchronized on multiprocessing systems.  ASE uses a synchronization 
mechanism known as a spinlock to prevent more than one engine from accessing 
sensitive areas of data at the same time.  As the number of processes that wish to 
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access the same data at the same time increases, contention for these spinlocks can 
begin to slow down ASE.   

Every object descriptor and index descriptor has a pointer to the spinlock that is used 
to protect it.  Additionally, the hash tables that the object descriptors use to find their 
index descriptors are also protected by spinlock.  On a single engine server there is one 
spinlock for all object descriptors, one spinlock for all index descriptors, and one 
spinlock of all index hash tables.  On multiprocessing systems, the number of 
descriptors and hash tables protected per spinlock is configurable.  A higher number of 
descriptors per spinlock creates an increased likelihood of contention.  

Monitoring Spinlock Contention 
The Metadata Cache Report section of sp_sysmon reports Object Spinlock 
Contention, Index Spinlock Contention, and Hash Spinlock contention.  Unlike the 
descriptor counts, this value is cleared for each run.  To get a realistic feel for spinlock 
contention you will need to run sp_sysmon for at least five minutes during a busy 
period of time.  If any of these values are greater than 3%, ASE will likely benefit by 
having the corresponding spinlock ratio lowered.   

Configuring Spinlock Ratios 
The spinlock contention values reported by sp_sysmon each relate to a configuration 
parameter: 

Object Spinlock Contention  ---  “open object spinlock ratio” 

Index Spinlock Contention  ---  “open index spinlock ratio” 

Hash Spinlock Contention --- “open index hash spinlock ratio” 

Each parameter specifies the number of items protected by a single spinlock (not the 
total number of spinlocks).  For more information about these parameters see the ASE 
System Administration Guide.  Read the chapter on Managing Multiprocessor Servers 
as well as the chapter on configuration options. 

Object Cache Tips and Tricks 
In this section we’ll discuss some ways the system administrator can work with object 
and index descriptors.  We’ll also discuss some of the error messages that may arise 
from the descriptor manager, as well as some bugs related to object and index 
descriptors. 

DBCC Commands 
Before running any of these dbcc commands, be sure to read the warning regarding 
undocumented dbccs in the Introduction chapter.  Remember to run dbcc 
traceon(3604) to have dbcc output returned to your client session. 
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dbcc des 
This command was discussed in the Object Cache Internals chapter.  It can be run to 
display the contents of an object descriptor (DES).  If given no arguments, it will print 
all active object descriptors, which can be a lot of output.  When given either a database 
name or database ID as the first argument, it will print all active object descriptors for 
that database.  When given the database as a first argument and either the object name 
or the object id as the second argument, it will print the descriptor for only that object.   
If the descriptor is not currently installed, it will be installed and marked active. 

dbcc ides 
This command was discussed in the Object Cache Internals chapter.  It can be run to 
display the contents of an index descriptor (IDES).  This command accepts from two 
to five arguments and has the syntax: 

dbcc ides ( <database name> | <database id> , <object id> , 
[indid={-1,0,1…255} [, printopt={0|1} [, protection={0|1}  ] 
] ] ) 

Ø when no indid is specified, or a value of –1 is provided for indid, all index 
descriptors for that object are printed. 

Ø a printopt value of zero will not display the INDEX structure 
(SYSINDEXES row) that is part of the index descriptor; a value of 1 will 
display the full INDEX structure.  The default is zero (terse). 

Ø a protection value of zero will execute the command in unprotected mode, 
meaning no spinlocks are acquired while reading the descriptor;  a value of 
1 will run the command in protected mode, meaning spinlocks will be 
acquired.  The default is zero (unprotected). 

dbcc flushstats and sp_flushstats 
The sp_flushstats stored procedure, which calls dbcc flushstats, can be a very valuable 
tool if you run into a descriptor shortage.  This procedure / command flushes the 
cached optimizer statistics from the object and index descriptors back to the 
SYSTABSTATS table.  If you encounter a descriptor shortage due to latency of the 
housekeeper to flush statistics, sp_flushstats can remedy that problem.  When given no 
arguments it will flush the statistics for all descriptors active for that database.  When 
given a table name, it will flush the statistics for just that table.  This procedure can also 
be useful if you will be working with statistics and would like the most up to date values 
in the SYSTABSTATS table.  Note that the optdiag utility calls sp_flushstats prior to 
copying data out of SYSTABSTATS 

dbcc cacheremove 
This command will remove an object descriptor (and related index descriptors) from 
cache.  All dirty buffers for the object will be flushed from page cache to disk.  This 
command can be useful if the SYSOBJECTS table has been manually updated and the 
change needs to be reflected in memory.   Running cache remove will return the 
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descriptor to the free list.  In the simple example below you can see this reflected in 
sp_monitorconfig output.  A select is run against table T0 to make sure its descriptor is 
cached, after which sp_monitorconfig is run, displaying three free descriptors.  dbcc 
cacheremove is then run against the T0 table, and sp_monitorconfig is re-run.  The free 
descriptor count is now 4. 

1> select * from T0 
2> go 
 col1        col2 
 ----------- ----------- 
 
(0 rows affected) 
 
1> sp_monitorconfig "open objects" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  4 2002 10:14AM. 
 
 Name                      Num_free    Num_active  Pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open objects              3         497  99.40          500 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
1> dbcc cacheremove (repro,T0) 
2> go 
 
1> sp_monitorconfig "open objects" 
2> go 
Usage information at date and time: Jun  4 2002 10:14AM. 
 
 Name                      Num_free    Num_active  Pct_act Max_Used    
Reused 
 ------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- 
------ 
 number of open objects              4         496  99.20          500 
Yes 
(return status = 0) 
 
Note that dbcc cacheremove cannot be run if the table is currently in use. 

dbcc refreshides 
This command is similar to dbcc cacheremove in that it can force a manual update to a 
system table to be reflected in memory.  This command will rebuild the INDEX 
structures (SYSINDEXES row) in the specified index descriptor based on the current 
contents of SYSINDEXES.  It accepts three parameters: database name or id, object 
id, and index id.  This dbcc is used by several system stored procedures.  Sybase 
Technical Support may also use this dbcc in a disaster recovery scenario when trying to 
rescue data from a corrupt table. 

Error Messages 
Many of the messages that come from the object cache descriptor managers report 
internally inconsistencies.  The best approach with these errors is to report them to 
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Sybase Technical Support.   However, there are a few messages that the System 
Administrator can impact. 

Error 8207 
 
Couldn't find an available descriptor for an object. Raise the value of 
the configuration parameter 'number of open objects' for more 
descriptors. 
 
This message is raised when an attempt to reuse an object descriptor has failed.  It 
means that there are no free object descriptors, and none of the active descriptors are 
available to be reused (see the scavenge algorithm in the Object Cache Internals 
chapter).  The best thing to do in this case is to increase the “number of open objects” 
configuration parameter. If the shortage has been caused by latency of the housekeeper 
to flush statistics, running the sp_flushstats stored procedure may temporarily remedy 
the situation.  That workaround is most appropriate for versions prior to 12.5 where 
increasing the number of open objects requires ASE to be rebooted.  Note that sites 
that normally experience descriptor reuse are more likely to hit this problem after the 
changes to the statistics caching discussed in the Object Cache Internals section. 

Error 8211 
 
Mismatch found between the name and id descriptor hash table. 
Descriptor hashed by name = 0x%0x and hashed by id = 0x%0x. 
 
This error can occur when the SYSOBJECTS table is manually updated to change the 
object owner.  Often either the name or the ID will display a NULL value.  If you 
encounter this message, try running dbcc cacheremove, specifying the object name if the ID 
displayed in the error message is NULL, or the object ID if the name displayed in the 
error message is NULL. 

Errors 1756, 1940, 3732, 4720, 4956, and 11918 
 
1756: Unable to start a level zero scan on table '%.*s' for UPDATE 
STATISTICS. This can happen if some DDL command like ALTER/CREATE 
INDEX/REORG/DROP is active on the table. 
 
1940: Cannot create clustered index on table '%.*s' because there are 
one or more isolation level 0 scans, or REORG command, active on the 
table. 
 
3732: Cannot drop index '%.*s' because there are one or more isolation 
level 0 scans, or REORG command, active on table. 
 
4720: Cannot truncate table '%.*s' because there are one or more 
isolation level 0 scans, or REORG command, active on the table. 
 
4956: Cannot alter table if REORG command or level 0 scans are active. 
 
11918: You cannot run REORG REBUILD on '%.*s' because there are one or 
more isolation level 0 scans active on the table. 
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Although the descriptor manager does not raise these messages, they are relevant to 
this discussion.  The object descriptor keeps a count of processes scanning the table at 
transaction isolation level zero (dirty reads).  The same field is used to indicate if a utility 
such as alter table or reorg is running against that table.  If the count becomes inaccurate, 
it may block level zero scanners and those utilities.  If you run into any of these errors 
and are sure that no processes are running alter table, reorg, or performing isolation level 
zero scans, then you can run the dbcc cacheremove command to flush the descriptor 
from cache.  The next access to the table will cause a new descriptor to be created with 
an initialized level zero counter. 

Error 8424 
 
Cannot find an available index descriptor for an index. Increase the 
value of 'number of open indexes'. If sp_configure fails due to lack of 
index descriptors, edit the configuration file and restart the server. 
 
This message is raised when an attempt to reuse an index descriptor has failed.  It 
means that there are no free index descriptors, and none of the active descriptors are 
available to be reused (see the scavenge algorithm in the Object Cache Internals 
chapter).  The best thing to do in this case is to increase the “number of open indexes” 
configuration parameter.  If the shortage has been caused by latency of the 
housekeeper to flush statistics, running the sp_flushstats stored procedure may 
temporarily remedy the situation.  That workaround is most appropriate for versions 
prior to 12.5 where increasing the number of open objects requires ASE to be 
rebooted.  Note that sites that normally experience descriptor reuse are more likely to 
hit this problem after the changes to the statistics caching discussed in the Object 
Cache Internals section. 

Error Log Warning Message 
 
Increase the config parameter 'number of open objects' to avoid 
descriptor reuse. Reuse may result in performance degradation. 
 
Increase the config parameter 'number of open indexes’ to avoid 
descriptor reuse. Reuse may result in performance degradation. 
 
These messages are printed to the error log when an object descriptor is scavenged.  If 
the object descriptor was scavenged for an index descriptor, the “open indexes” 
warning will be printed.  If this was a normal scavenge for an object descriptor, the 
“open objects” warning will be printed.  They will only be printed once every 12 hours 
(roughly).  Rebooting ASE will reset the timer for this message.  These messages are 
not as severe as the 8207 and 8424 errors, but they should be considered a reason to 
evaluate your current object cache configuration. 

Related Change Requests (CRs) 
See the section “Changes Related to Statistics Caching” in the Object Cache Internals 
chapter. 
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